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SUMMARY OF MAJOR FININI4GS

.1. The issue. of equity in eduqation finance hag' a long history. Black school divisions

hardly ever received a fair shake financially; they were, during 'the years prior to

integration, rarely funded proportionally to- white schools, even though law in

force since the mid-nineteenth century demanded such equity. Tile decisions in
A

Hobson v. Hansen and the second Hobson case kept the issue/of equity alive.

Today it surfaces again with the closing down of selected schools.

I
2. The haptazara_ nature. of education finance in Washington flows directly from the

stipulations of the U.S. Constitution (Article I, Section? 8, Number 17) concerning

federal control over the District. There are eight major stts school budgets, have

to climb from initiation through appropriation. .The advent of limited home rule

has reduced the impact of this issue; although Congress retains oversight

privileges, fiscal autonomy has not been achieved, and budgets are still not

predictable.

3. For years major studies as,well as public statements, of school leaders maintained

that. inadequate funding crippled public education in the District. Under President

Johnson, Matters improved dramatically. Large-scale cutsein personnel and other.1
budget items have occurred recently, however. e

,
Three measures of adequacy are discussed: percentage of city budget, per pupil

expenditures, and the teacher - student ratio. The share edUcation-occupies in the

city budget has declined precipitously over the years; firom roughly one-third

earlier in the century, it had dropped to 22 percent today: Per pupil expenditures

now run to $2,500. Although they rank among the highest in thei nation, these

expenditures are difficult to utilize in, argumentation, since tip District must
provide dome services as a large city4, others as if it were a state. For years the

teachei-student ratio was constantly debated; today, it is less of an issue..

-Previously it wasera.ployed.by supporters of greater funding for the schools; but in

the past decade it has been citedsraore.often by those seekingsbuOget.reductions.

,e
4: .

'Massive construction programs were sought repeatedly Otiring this century to°

meet Washington's burgeoning population; usually the campaigns were trimmed by

Congress or the-District`COthinissioners. Thirty rears ago construction began to

(1)
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occur more steadily and the biggest building program in history was undertaken
. -

.from 1972-to -1982. Today, ironically, the capital outlay budget is practically a

foi.gotten relic, and /Abbe attention has turned to the disposition of underutilized

kmildings.

5. School finance has tieen inextricably tied to governance' battles, and their
outcomes. With the arrival of limited home rtft, the Board of Education gained
full control over expenditures and the Maydr and dity Council were given the task

of setting budget ceilings. Congress retained oversight privileges, ,howeved.

School finance issues figured promihently in both of the mayoral campaigns of the

.1970s and the argument is made that although processes are greatly improved
today, conflict has continued through all forms of governance in this century
(appointed Commissioners;. appointed Mayor- Commissioner and Council; elected

,Mayor and city Council; appointed Board-of Education; and elected Board of

Education).
1

6, Five financial "angels" recur: The. federal payment, whictr the home rule
legislation placed in the politic-Ell arena and whichlought to be set at a predict&bl

and specific level; (2) continuing proposals for a special funding source targeted
solely for school system use; (3) the termination of "pay-as-you-go" requirements
and the granting of the right to issue bonds or incur indebtedness, all of which
came with home rule; (4) federal grants-in-aid, from which District schools were

generally excluded until the mid-1960s but which now provide roughly 17 percent

of the budget; and (5) impact aid, a program for which the' District struggled
especially-hard over the years.,

.

7. Two special .p.roblems: For years nonresident tuition was an issue; today Board

rules and procedures assure collection of fees, 'Similarly, for much-of the century
141

Congress was,embroiled in the matter of teacher salaries, but with the advent of
the teachers unionand homg rule, the issue grew to be olle which could be- handled

I a

as it typically, is Ln all large American cities. ,

.

8. ' Three additional findings: First, although for years there were repeated calls' for

. broad polio ihvolvement in the budget-making process, citizens pave generallg
. preferred. (except for the tumultudus period from the mid-sixties through thea

early seventies) .to,leave funding matters tthe appropriVeofficials. Second,

6
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i .1budgpt formats were f.reipently subjected to criticism over the years. Finally, a
. .

,.,

d -.
selies.of events in ate pefiod from 1971.through 1972 led to a precipitous decline

...,' in the credibility of school-officials on matters involving finance and to the rise'of

chapges of mismaNagement unhetuld -since the days of the territorial government

hid* last century. These charges have now Subsided.

: r
..-

-9. An analysis of public interest in the schools and in education finance reveals that
,..,

while concern with the public schools rose and then declined somewhat during the
sixties, interest in sch8o1 finttnee hits risen steadily in Washington and is now at an

,
historic peak: --. . .

4 .
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I. Introduction

Today, as surplus buildings are closed down and programs canceled, conflict over

school finance is a major education item on the-city's agenda. School finance provides a

screen upon which play the ambitiotis and hopes Of-local politicians, the desires and

fears of District parents and school children, the hopes anS plans of professional

- 'educators, and the iragaries,of public opinion as articulated through the medium of the
,e

press and other institutioni. 1/-

Washingtonians fail to realiie that these conflict& over school finance are not

xenogenetic; they do not spring fullblpwn from the forehead,orehead of Zeus, devoid of

historical context. In fact, the same issues have appeared repeatedly over the years:

before the consolidation of the four school,boards in the last bentury and after; before

. the 1906 law establishing the modern Eoard of. Education and after; before the Grea.t.,

Depresion or World War II and afte them; before integration and after it; before home

rule and after; and before Hobson v. ansenand Hobson II:and after. To understand

the nature of contemporary issues, well, as poSsible avenues fdr, their resolution, a

resort to history is imperative.

For this project the author has compiled a lengthy year-by-year .history of
.education finance in the District of Columbia. The document, which includes
events as early. as the fokmding of the Washington city schools at the outset of the
nineteenth century and presents. 25 theses on education finance in the District of
Columbia, will be available as a resource book. It is expected to be issued by the
Institute for District Affairs of the University of the District of Columbia during
the 198213 academic year.

I -
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II. First Issuer_ Equitable Distribution of School Func ling

Perhaps no issue has so caught the public imagination over the yeirs as the

equitable distribution of funds. Often-the argument is mooted that things werter
. <

it
,or worse under the old, ipPointeil board. few realize that recent debates regarding

.
equitable distribution of the budget, race relations, or the power to allocate scarce

P will,A. *.
resources are as old as the city itself.

The earliest public schools in Washington were pauper schools; no'one who could

I help it sent, childienito them. ,Free education .was provided only to the very poorest .
- - . t

white children; .they, were stigmatized for attendance. Black children attended

priiately supported classes, as did 4better -off white children. Finances for the public

schools Were raised during Thomas Jefferson's term as head of the 'school board by taxes
7 .

on "sins" (billiards, the. theatre, and slaves) and through personal stplibitations, a novel
< a

approach.
2/ "Only when. the schopls became relatively universal did the issue of fair

distribution become serious. When that happened, questions of equity and' justice were
. .

1

debated upon a canvas of .school finance.
4

The first major conflict over equal digiribution of monies pitted freed.blacks
<

against entrenched white power.,, With the abolition of slairery in Washington during ,.
_April, 1862, an additional school levy was'declared; the law stated that ten percent of

monies received from taxes levied-upon real and personal property of blacks would

2/ This method of raising money was, considered highly innovative at the time. It_
must be recalled that public scpools were not widely in evidence. On the other
hand, several Presidents intended to build in the District the premier education
system in thenation. Presidents Washington, and John Quincy Adams were most
interested in such a public institution. Congressehowever, vetoed the idea; it was
caught up in "states' rights" arguments. For a discussion of the idea, see-
Constance M. Green, Washington: A History of the Capital, 1800-195001
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1962), pp.42, 102.

-.2 -
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. I.
be set aside .to initiate "a system, pf primary schoolg, for the'education of colored

,.

chfiiren." 3/
Sev'eral months lat er, a B

,
oard of Truste.es- was created for the black

. .

schools; this board lasted only until the tumultuous decade of the 1870S. From these

trustees -however, came an anguished complaint: the city was falling to distinguish

between taxes paid by whites and those paid by blacks. As a result of that policy,

.trustees saw' the first, two years under the new law realize a toteal intake for black

schools of only $731.86:

The conflict reached its apogee in June of 1864. With stfong "itadical
-0

'Republican" support, a law was passed requiring that a percentage of all school. funds be

set aside for blacks proportionate tb the number of black children of school age divided

by the number' of white children of School age. This law, which was later dubbed "the

a

' I

Magna Charta of thesedu4ional system for Nepoes in the District of Columbia," was
?

% 4:

evaded and flouted over the years, Ink until desegregation tpe' principle of. propor-
..

s 4/tionate ,shaiing of ftands remained popularly strong, and legally on the books. -
. -

lc-
.( , '

. - />. In 1870, black complaints that" the Mayor was diverting funds frbin, the black
. .. _ . ms. .. . .

schpols led to panage ,act a bill by the ,City Council which deprived the Mayor of the
. ..., e - I .

right to exercise any discretionary pow over the school funds. And, as the' territorial .
, .. -

t, government was Set up,. an 1871 law declared that "all monies ...shall be appropriated
\ 4

for the equal benefit of all the youths of said "District between certain ages, to be
. .

defined by the law."
C,--- '

,

3/ For an excellent and detailed study of the blacischoollilivisi ns,,Upon which* much
of the following discussion rests, see Willis* H.-Lofton, he Development of
Public Education For Negroes in Washington, D.C.: A Sttfdys f Separate But Equal
Accoirimodations." (American University: doetoraldissekati n, 1944). . '"

4/ Ibid., p: 134.

",,
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I le,

Then, allegations of mismanagement oe', blie funds by officials led. to the

elimination of democratic government in the tus rict. The commissio,fierystem
4

prevailed.fa nearly a century. But proper distributibn school monies was an.issue that

would not die. In February of 1877, the D.C. ComPtro er reported ,t,0,4he Board of

School Trustees-that nearly -$19,000 was due to the' back schools -tis their share of the
.\

appropriatiOns for the previous, years. In 1882, the white members of the Board (who

comprised a majority) voted that there did not have to be separation of the funds and
/

that black schools did not need all the money to which they would have ti4en entitled

had the proportional system prevailed. Rather, they maintained, white schools would

have to be closed down if the proportional system, were reintroduced. In that-year,

however, Ithe Board, was overruled by the Commissioners, who held that all baek sums

due to the black schools were, indeed, to be spent for them. From 1883 onward, fewer

complaints regarding the proper ,.proportional division of funds were heard, although
. .

historians note that blErk Washingtonians disliked placing the task of -accounting for

school funds into white hands.

At the turn of the'century, a related issue, of equity arose: there was,a Salary
.

.,
.

.. .

differential for teacher it was not unusual to find white teachers paid higher salaries- '
than black teachers of similar training and experience. Indeed, Washington in that era

.-
was a "Southern" city, and salary differentials were a feature of Southeiri.bigotry; iii

fact Lofton has noted ..that !!it is rather' singttlar that the differeneeS were not
.

greftert"-51
g

It was to modernize and, in part, equalize the school system that the watershed
.

1906 school restructuring occurred. Although , black Washingtonians and their allies

were unhappy with the disappkarance of art independent Mack Superintendent of .Schools

4 (there would henceforth, until integration, be one Superintendent anetwo Assistant.

5/ Ibid., p. 180.

13
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Superintendents, one of whom was in charge of black school divisions), they were

pleased with the fact that pay for ,black teachers and white teachers was eluelized by

law. At the same time, construction was theoretically equalized, and new black schools

began to arise as white ones did. A new high school for black Washingtonians was hailed

in 1916 as far surpassing, "any high School' building for colored anywhere else in the

country." From 1906 on, there was a substantial increase in the number of buildings

available for the use of black 'pupils. In line with the new District policy, the ,House

'Appropriations Committee adopted a rple that "the appropriations should be given in

proportion to the ratio of percentages of the two races."

Although' black schools gikw earn a reputation as "the greatest center for

Negro education in the world," the fact was that they seldom received their fair share

of budget *locations. A study in 1938' revealed that for the bulk of budgets between

1923. and 1937, black schools fell below, the appropriate sh6e of financial support; only

in five years did the proportion rise above the fairness line to tilt in their favor.' As the

enrollment of black schools rose from 15.5 percent of whites in 1927 up to 40.4 percent

II In 1935, and then back to 35 percent in 1937,

followed. 7/ As Lofton has commented, "hardly

not witnessed a dispUte over thii matter:1.V

A "jealous watch" over appropriations

a session of Congress since 1931 has

During the thirties, black criticism of unequal spending was generally addressed

not to,the Bo'ard of Education but to the Commissioners, officials in the Bureau of the

Budget, and House subcommittee members. An example may be noted from the 1935

6/ Ibid., p. 204

7/ HoWard H. Long, "The Apport and Control of Public Education in the District of
Columbia," Journal of Negro Education (July, 1938),.pp. 390-399. See especially,
the comparison table, on p. 397. Long writes, "... it' might be assumed that the
financial Status of the colored schools of Washington is maintained automatically.
Such is not the case. For the last fifteen to twenty years at. intervals, the
proportions of appropriations .for the colored schools have been reduced all but
tragically at some stage of the progress through which proposed appropriations
legislation must pass." (p. 398.) 01.

8/ Lofton, p. 248.
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( budget. Thih year, the House reduced,black..school construction by an extraordinarily

large percentage. The House committee actually increased the Biireau of the Budget
kr

'ht*
-4,04

recommendation for. white schools from $955,000 to $1,584,000, an 'increase ;of

$629,000, while decreasingJ,lack appropriations from $735,000 to $299,60. Only
?

effectiVe 'appeal to the Senate, occasionally theleetibsitory of fair play for D.C. saved

the day. The issue continued to distress WashingtotU, In a press conference of 1940,

Eleanor Roosevelt. expressed the belief that black schools., were not getting their

proportionate share of the funds. 9/
e

_Other matters of equity and financing surfaced frequently. Black schools-were

rarely as well equipped as white ones. "Used" white schools turned over, to the black

divisions as populyrion shifted were often unfit. A study prepared in 1937 for the Inter-

Racial Committee , of the District of Columbia concluded that in such aspects as
tv.

location, space, equipment, repairs and health conditions, the black schools compared

very unfavorably with the'white 'schools. Especially was this so at the, senior high

level. 10/

Many cheered the arrival of desegregation in 1954 as the only basis for the .,

establishment of equity; but shortly the issue arose again. In 1967 Dr. Carl Hansen,

then a popular school Superintendent, was challenged in court to show whether in fact

, desegregation had occurred. Were not black students, and disadvantaged students
0

generally, being deprived of equitable treatment under the integrated system? The

9/ Lofton refers to this press conference. On several' occasions, Mrs. Roosevelt was
able to make champs. Once, she was so upset' during a visit, to a neighborhood
school that she preVailed upon Congress to replace the decrepit "temporary"
building. It did.' See, also; Washington Tribune, March 8, 1941.

10/ . See Constance M. Green, The Secret City: A History of Race Relations in the
Nation's Capital (Princeton: .Princeton University Press, 1967), pp. 250 -337, for a
discussion of a number of similar groups and reports during this period. It should
be noted that (in' some years] the black divisions received better treatment
during the late forties. See, for example, "Negroes Fare Well in SchoOl Spending,"
Post, May 22, 1947. But see;,also, "D.C. Budget Cutsare Riddling Status of'Negro
Schools," Star, March 19, 1949.

O
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ruling of Judge J. Skelly Wright surprised many; de facto segregation still' existed, he

said. "Median per pupil expenditure in the predominantly Negro elementary schools
/

[had been] a clear $100 below the figure,for predominantly white schools." Moreover,

White schools had empty seats while blaqk schools were stuffed to 115 percent of

capacity. The prevailing "track system" was to be abolished and teacher desegregation
.

sped,up. Substantial integration of students and faculty was mandated. 111

The year of 1971 saw Julius Hobson win his second victory in matters of equitable
.

distribution of funds. He went back to court on the same issue, arguing that the Board(

had not carried out.the' court's mandate. The richest, whitest areas west of Rock Creek

Park were getting substantially more than their fair share of school funds. This time it

was ruled that school finances were going- to have to be Per pupil

enditures based upon teach& salaries in elementary schools would not be permitted
N.>to deviate more than plus or minus five percent fiorn the average. The Board would

annually have to file with the court sufficient' information to establish that the

4* equalization order -was being implemented. Although the equalization -of funding
9

conflicted with federal iri/;mdates regarding the awarding of Title I (of the Elementary

and Secondary Edudation Act of 1965) monies only to needy schools and thus brought

fiscal heartburn to the school system, the equalization was achieved in January of 1971.

Today, student - teacher ratios rather than teacher salary budgets are, used to gauge

equality, but the schools must still file annual reports on the-, topic.

11/ Hobson v. Hansen, 269' F. Supp. 401. The case wasThear'd in the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia on June 19, 1967. The Hon, J. Skelly Wright,
Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, wrote the
opinion. ,

There has been a major literature development on this topic. A major study on
the subject is-Joan C. Baratz, A Quest for Equal Opportunity in a Major Urban
School District: The Case of Washington, D.C. (Washington: D.C. Citizens for
Better Public Education and the Syr'acuse University ReseEirch Corporation, 1975).
An answer to the report is entitled, A Critique of A sluest for Equal Opportunity
in a Major Urban School District: The Case of Washington, D.C., (Washington:
Office of Plaining, Research and Evaluation, D.C. Public' Schools, 1975). See,

7 -



In the late 1970s 'and -early 1980s a new issue of financial equity arose: the
.0 .4.

closilig down of schools. As capital budgets for construction became relics of the past,

parents and pOliticians nod focused attention upon the closing of schools. Which

neighborhpodS were to be deprived? Were the children's needs being evaluated fairly,

regardless of ,whether the neighborhood was rich or poor? Whose schools had better
4*.

facilities -:-,-,,modern gyms or cafeterias, better Mating and air conditioning, more
Gr.

spacious classrooms? Again, equity was at center stage in D.C. school finances.

A

also, Thomas Sowell,"A Case of Black' Excellence," Public Interest, Spring, 1974;
Herbert S. Winokur, Jr., "Expenditure Equalization in the -Washington, D.C.
ElementarySchools," Publie Policy, Summer, 1976; and George R. Lalloue and
Bruce L.R..Smith, The Politics of School Decentralization (Lexington, Mass: D.C.
Heath, 1973).
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M. Second Lssue: The Haphazard Nature of 134ucatir Finance
.. .

Virtually every study of District education finance has cited haphatard and

unpredictable funding as the key to understanding weaknesSel in the D.C. school
. -1..., . .

,.
system. cystem.It is a story truly as old as the. s !tool Systemi its- roots, are in the very.

, , .
. ..t

.whichfoundation stone of,'413'is-nation, the U.S. Constitution
..,
whch in Article I, Section 8, No.t

.., , tt
17 ,grants Congress tile power to exercise "excluSiVe legislation in all cases whatsoever

over the federal district.

Washington's school budgets must traverse a uniquely long and sinuous-path from

planning to funding too spending. Around each bend apparently endless political traps lie

in wait. There can ,be little doubt that the Founding Fathers never thought that their

Constitution would deprive the capital city schools of the ability to generate long range

plans or to follow through on -them. In fact, Presidents George Washington and John
,

Quincy Adams wanted the nation's most outstanding and thopugh public school system.

to be erected in the capital. 12/' Yet, running like threads of disruptiveness through the

warp,and Woof of Washingtoniana, extending from alpha to omega, and under all forms

of' the crazy quilt of political and educational governance systems, 'have been fiscal

chaos, a lack of coordination, and arbitrary, capricious funding. The Aristotelian truth

that man is apolitical animal has meant, to the nation's capital, a system built upon the

shifting sands of national politics.

'

Open an educational journal or read an education column for virtually any year in

Washington's history: three budgets are .simultaneously being discussed, at a minimum:

While some are being chopped mercilessly, others are being arbitrarily inflated. Actors
...

yet unknown may figure prominently in the outcome. Joyous, celebration, over Er/

"victory" on one front inevitably is tempered by the gloomof defeat on another; a

school approved here becomes a total budget package knocked down there.

1.2/ Their dreams included the vision of a Major national university arising in the
District. See footnote 2, above.

9
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Since liinited home rule begat in 1975, this issue has receded somewhat, although

it continues to exist. Like a monster from the deep, it may return.

What is this amazing route all school budges must traverse? There is a total of

eight basic stages through which a school, budget must pass. Lv First, the early figures

are compiled by. three groups (none of which is ever likely to see the fruits of their

labor emerge unscathed in a final budgit document): community leaders, principals and

their staffs, and department heads. text, the Superintendent develops a proposed

budget. Third, thdre are public hearings and the Board of Education revises and

approves the school budget. Fourth, the Commissioners (or, today, the Mayor) include

the school budget in the city budget. Fifth, there are public hearings again and the city

Council revises and approves the total city budget. 14/ Sixth, the federal Office of

Management and Budget (formerly, Bureau of the Budget) incorporates the D.C. budget

into the President's bOget. Seventh, there are PUblic hearings again and the D.C.

subcommitteeof the House of Representatives and the, parallel subcommittee of the

Senate, both within their respective appropriations committees, prepare

rdcommendations. Finally, after each chamber,considers the bill there is the inevitable

conference committee and the ironing out;of differences arising between the versions

adopted by the two 'houses, and approval by the House and Senate. The process is

, 13/ An excellent picture.of the map thus generated by these stages as prepared in
1971 and included in a most informative pamphlet issued by the D. . Citizens for
Better Public Education in August of 1971.. The booklet was. ent tied Financing
the D.C. Public Schools: A Budget, ng and Planning Guide for th Citizens, and
was prepare y V ary L. roa , ou ilico , an . ouise : one, wi n eat orial
assistance from Barbara Newman. Noted on the cover as chairman of the School

'Budget Committee is Mary Ellen Clark. The booklet is now almost unavailable.
.Reportedlyi-a-follow 1p study is being prepared. %.

14/ This step, of course, did not exist for much of the present century, since there
was no Council until late in Pregident Johnson's administration.
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capped when the President affixes his signature, creating a law' authorizing the

expenditure of funds as allocated.by Congress. 15/
,

.4)
With a path like this to tread, it is no onder that even the best defended of

budgets cannot be expected, to emerge unscathed from the process.---aproughout
4 ,

),,... ,
WashingtOn's history, newspaper headlines have announced that the cityecould not

N ' f

putchase school sites on time. Money has been lost repeatedly as plans have been

drawn, sites acquired and then insufficient funding granted by some recalcitrant ,

committee of the 'Congress. When such unpredictable funding patterns and the inability

to mount long-range planning are combined with tile unhappy legacy of bigotry and

segregation, it is hardly a wonder .hat the schools of the District sprouted helter-
.

skelter.

The haphazard nature of the process was long,,eviderit to observers. We have "as
.

much control (over school finance] ... as we have over the cost igloos in Iceland,"

complained one Er.C. newspaper in 1935. D.C. was getting "only the sort of schools and

appre.priations that Congregs allows us. If we-don't like it, we can lump it." w

15/ Additionally, however, funds may be frozen through executive action. 1VforeoVer,
frequently in D.C. history the money allocated for school construction fell short
of the needed amount and thus could not be spent.

A further complication enters. There is always-the necessity of gaining. through
Congress the authorization and then the appropriation. Examples abound in D.C.
history of projects authorized but not fully funded;stypically, money is authorized
to be expended on a construction program of several years running, but Congress
fails to appropriate enough money on an annual basis 'to fulfill the goals of the
program: As noted, there is an additional problem. Throughout the years, money
has. actually lain fallow, unused,,during periods of true financial hardship.. The
reason has been that the approtifiated amounts have not been sufficiently large to
undertake construction. Oftenlprices have risen dramatically from the date of
request to the date of award (two years later or more). The money allocated by
Congress, always below what is:asked for,is insufficient to commit for construe:-
tion. This wass.the case particularly during the late forties and early fifties, when
construction costs were skyrocketing.

16/ Washington Herald, Februasy, 6, 1933. The paper .went on to say that the New
Deal had opened many new departments and br.ought in several thousands of new
jobs and residents, for which Washingtonians were pleased. But school .conditions
would simply have to be provided; they were now "totally inadequate, unsafe and
unsanitary. ",

11
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A 1938 report, issued-Ty,

Education, complained correctly

the staff of .thd President's Advisory Committee on

but futilely that too many individuals took,it as their

task to Scrutinize the budget. Many were "vigilant critics, not often hostile to the

public schools but always preoccupied with other interests." The cumbersome

procedures were resulting in "mate*ally reducinge ociginEtl, estimates, perhaps too

drastically to provide an adequate system of public schools'," T.o minimize the factor of

unpredictability, the Board of Education should control the process. "It would appear
>4-

quite unnecessary for the subcommittees of the House and-Senate committees on

appropriations to deal with anything in the school estimates other than the principal
6,

categories And the large items," the report asserted. Further, the process ciiid not
v

enable the school system to adjust to changing circumstances. It was "likely to result in

a waste of money, since it. may not also be economical tormake the expenditures

exactly according to the items appropriated." Since seven-eighths of the financial

suppoit of the schools was coming from local taxation, the procedures just could not "be

retarded as in keeping with the democratic American way of providing school

facilities" 17/

Each year there was great likelihood that the story woulelrbe the same. At one of
,

r . .

the major steps in the. budget process, irrational and devaStatjng cuts would be made.

In 1946, for example, huge cuts were imposed by the House Appropriations COmmittee;

although the approved fludget was greatly in excess Of the appropriation for the

previous year, the increases were needed to handle operating costs and vital
#construction. Superintendent Corning told the press that the request "had beep set upon

the basic needs for efficient service," and that there,was ng, doubt that -service was

,) going to be impaired. At the same time, spokesmen for the Congressional committees

17/ Lloyd E. Blauch and, J. Orin Powers, Public Education in the District of -Columbia:
Staff Study Number 15, The Advisory Committee OnlEducation (Washington: U.S.
'Government Printing Office, 1938), pp. 76-92.-

.;''
4, ,
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involved told reporters..14,t"servicee Of teachers has not been sufficiently utilized."

."1

Teachers should be told 't'k longer Hours. Budget committee§ (not the Board of
."P

Education) were setting school polrgy,.

,

Newspapers opposed cu ts 4t35 Dupeap of the Budget Or "'the Congressional

Appropriations Committee.. Slashes iterta,51,tentieseribed as irrational or unjust. In the
'

late forties, a Congressionally-cOTMIssimed repoit by Professbr George Strayer ,of

Ft 41
Teachers College of Columbia UMW,

4

sity,. Veiled an attack on the irrationality

induced by the complicated budgenitrocess: "The factors` which hav,e had the most
9'

marked effect on school expendituresoiluring the past twenty years have had little or no

relationship to the educational rieeds.of the school population, Under such conditions it

may well be expected that progress in education Should lag and' that deficiencies in

.m any' appects of a public school systerir should develop."

Strayer further noted that "the need for dew buildings and equipment does not, as

a rule, deVelop suddenly."

has been neither adequate

4

There was "ample evidence that financing of capital outlay
IS

nor properly disA!4tributed in the District of Columbia.'
r 18/

The irrationality of funding was ofte1 based on the racial prejudices of key
9. ///'

19 Congressmen. Anti-black Southerners lent preyalled in the House committees, wreaking°
...

z

0.

havoc with their bizarre biases. Thfit,ln 1952, headlines told the story: "Only One New

School Requested, as Building ,Program; is Slashed." More than $10 million iliad been

taken from the proposed budget of the Board of Education; especially big cuts came in

the ambitious building program.. Virtually all of the money deleted had'been designated

for black scdool construction, while the supportIntended for white schools remained in
ry

the budget. Editorials cited the irrationality of it all., "The economy in the District

budget,sso far as school construction is concerned, is at the expense of [the children] .

kind of 'economy' is this, anyhOw?" 191

18/. George D.,Strayer, The Report of the Survey of the Public Schools of the District
of Columbia (Wishington: U,S: Government Printing Office, 1949), p. 899. The
report was commissioned by the FY1949 appropriations enactment, P.L. 724. It
Was released on February 28, 1949, and was a full 980 pages long.

'..19/' Washington Post, January 28, 1952.

-13-
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The problem was summed up once again by a White House Conference on
. t

Education report on D.C., Published in November of 1955. Schools had to operate from

a general fund. The absdnce of special- taxing powers residing with the Board of

Education, coupled with no sure income from the federal paym.ent, "restricts the ability

oethe school administration to estimate in advance the amount of money which will he

available for its operations." 20/ . .

The situation continued on, however, like -a broken record. Thus, Dr. Hansen, in
0

1962, saw the House District Committee cut 102 proposed teacher positions from a

request of 295, thus creating "an intolerable situation." The cuts "approach the

ridiculous" and would have to be restored. -211 -
.1

1,

The mood of Congress began to change. In Julie of 1963 the District Committee

received a Republican-originated plan to. set up separate budget °procedures for the

public schools. The irrationality and unpredictability of funds was thuch discussed.

-... ReP. Fred Schwengel, a Republican from Iowa and sponsor of die bill, was a former

teacher who had been making unannounced visits to the schools. Neglect was "caused

by responsible people who have failed to .provide enough money for adequate buildings,

for adequate space and for adequate staff and equipment." The system had "for'some
. , I

unexplained reason some of -the finest teacher 'I have ever met.,..[ but] if our school"
..

System in Davenport approached the neglect here, the people of Iowa would hang their

heads in shame." 22/ When others argued that it was the Commissioners, not the

Congress, who. caused the problem, the irrationality of the system was only further

.0-

-,^

highlighted.

20) The District of Columbia Study (Washington: White House Conference on
Educations November 7, 1955.), p. 97. The Committee on Finances was headed by..
Thomas J. GroOm, President of the Bank of Commerce and Savings. This report
also told of the.extraordinarily low D.C. teachers' salaries. Many excellent fiscal
suggestions were made in this document.

21/ Washington Daily News, June 23, 1962.
J

22/' Washington Post, June '13, 1962. These Sessions ,in 1963 were most informative,
Nonetheless, Chairman John L. McMillan decided to hold the bill in abeyance and
gve it further study, in other words, kill it. The real goal 'behind*the Schwengel
,bill Sias to bypass the District Commissioners,

,.
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If the school budget were submitted separately from other parts of the city's

budget, money could be made °available before the beginning of the school year. The

Commissioners were messing everytlAng up with. an "A" budget arid,a,"B" (supPlvnental)

' budget. Budgets were coming in so late that the school year was already underway;

deficits, were 23/thus predictable. Separate budgets for the schools would prevent this

from recurring, said Dr. Hansen in a-radio interview.

The process did not improve. In 1966, the Superintendent complained that cuts

made by the Congress "have beaten down school officials until they have developed a

'what's ttie' use?' attitude." Congress was making a mockery of planning. "In the

District, of Columbia, the trail of school house planning, like the pioneer trails of

westward expansion, is littered with the bleached bones of overcautious estimates as to

needs," commented Dr. Hansen. 24/ Dr. Hansen noted that from 1953 to 1966 chool .

officials had asked for an average annual total of $82 million in expenses only to have

the figure cut back to $64 million by the Commissioners and to wand up with less than

$55 million from Congress. Construction costs had fared terribly. He appealed for an

increase in borrowing authority. In other words, with so many decision makers and so ,

many possible points of vulnerability, honest and goal-related budgeting simply was not

possible.

,
23/ Washington Star, September 29, 1963. The radio show, aired over WWDC on

.September 29, 1963, was entitled "S des of Opinion" and moderated by Urban.,
League Executive, Dfrector Sterling Tueker.

24/ Star, March 3, 1966.

4:
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In September of 1966 the city's Budget Officer complained that the schools "don't./
list priorities, don't develop clear-cut programs, so we have nothing definite to shoot

it
, 25/

, .

at.' Then, the House A4ropriations Committee cut $8 million from a construction

budget and asked for school ,improvements, simultaneously. "How that is to be

accomplished amidst the fiscal ,chaos of late budgets, arbitrary cuts and inadequate

facilities, the Committee does not tell.us," editorialized the Washington Post. 26/

A related problem was beginning to creep in. Congress was delaying its

appropriations ctc1e. "Since Congress us4/11 y does not make its appropriations until

well into the school year, as a practical matter the requests have been postponed not

for one year but for three." The system, noted the Post, was forcing the schools into

"an egtravagantly long lead time", with year overlapping year,. and no time for real

planning. "The city is chained to the conservatism of its accountants."

The Passow Report of 1967 was another major stuclof the D.0 schools. It called

for an enAd to the hirphazard funding process. Provision§ ought to be made for long-

range budget planning and the institution of a program 'planning and budgeting system;

the District schools needed greater flexibility in the use of funds for program
owe

development. Either the Boar(d of Education or the Commissioners ought to be given

the right to fully prepare the budget and to act as the final authority on the school.

budget, said the report. Educational. resources should be allocated on the baSis of need.
° -

25/ Daily News, November 7, 1966. And, during the same month, teachers began to
picket the House in protest against the cuts, citing construction, new teacher, and
pay raise slashes as the big negatives,. The. children of Washington could only be
"removed from second class citizenship"' if the cuts were restored; said Mr.
William H. 'Simons, head of the union. Star, September 14, 1966. As that
particular crisis-worseried, school offieiats5Rin looking for alternative ways to
fund programs and came upon the idea of ,substituting one desired program for
another in a Title III (Innovative and Eiemplary) ESEA application to the federal
government.

26/ Post, September 12, 1966.
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The report attacked the peculiar requirement that 'schools compete with other City

agencies for fIrding. It claimed that the school system "did notpugh either the District

or Congress too hard for funds" and argued that this "conservative approach" had led'to

a lag in expenditures for school needs and to a mushrooming of problems. 27/

- In 1967, President ,Lyndl B. Johnson replaced the old Commissioner system with
I

a Presidentially-appointed Mayor and city Council. This new system did.not change the

process' for school budgets. The irrationality of such a large number of 'actors

continued.
.

1.

. The dvent of partial home rule in 1975 helped enormously. to reduce the
. ,

haphazard is of school funding. Now the Mayor and city Council were given the

right to set, a "budget mark" for the Board Of Education. --In other words, these bodies

could haidle only about the maximum amount; school planning viould.hencefoith be
o

.s,
more rationt. 'Finally after years of struggle the eard of EducatiOn wbuld now

determine how the budget was actually to .Jpent. No longer could city fathers decide

what to 'pay foriand what to eliminate. The system, so many iind sought had finally

-ved. Washington was more like other cities in terms of educational finance than it

4

had been in over a century.

.
27/ A. Harry Passow, Toward Creating A Model Urban School System: A Study of the

Washington, D.C. Public Schools (New rork: Teachers College of Columbia
University, 1967); pP..242-264. The full title of the chapter on finhnce isr
"Congress, the D.C. Government, and School'Finance.ty Following publication of !-

the Passow Report, an Executive Study Group was created. See, Reports of the
Executive Study Group (Washington: D.C. Public Schools, 1969). It supported the
main ideas of the Passow Report on fiscal matters.
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This innovation has not totally eliminated the irrationality of school financing;

Congress retains the power to review school budgets. Schools must still vie with other

city agencies for their funding. In actual fact, however, the city Council and Mayor,

while almost always finding something with which to take exception, have not gone

beyond their statutory roles of setting totkil dollar figures and Congress has not

interfered in thefinancing role of the BCard of Education. Today, Washington's schools

have to face fewer "significant others" in their financing and can plan with greater

certainty than in the past; ,the main fiscal task today is to eliminate the legacy of the

haphazard nature of the schools' finances.

Ear policy-makers, however, it should be noted that the schools remain. without

fiscal autonomy d thus are hampered in their ability to drawJdng -range plans. SOme

final arrangeme is concerning the federal payment-or independent taxing authority are ,

needed. Until he school system has the ability to predict ahead ,o1 time how much
I

Money will to available for expenditures in a budget year and for several years ahead,

long-range planning will remain a highly speculative art.

- 18
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If. Third Issue: Adequacy of School Funding
1

li The schools of Washington began as pauper schools. Adequate funding was not.

provided. In fact, an, early politician objected to setting reasonable salaries for

_ teachers; that, he argued, would Merely encourage "professors" to "sloth." 28/ Poor".-

budgets meant that teachers could not be retained for long period.;. Indeed, the first

- I

. -

teacher was paid $500 per years but Mr. Richard White, in what was perhaps the first

voluntary RIF in Washington school history, resigned after 18 months on the job,

appealing to the Board "for pecuniary assistance to enable him to remove himself and

family from Washington."

Conditions were dreadful. Superintendent after Superintendent, Annual Report
4

after Annual .11hport, newspaper record after newspaper record all. chronicle the

inadequacy of funding.voine occasions merit special mention. In 1866, black students
"

had to make do with army barracks. The first teacher's college in the city was

considered to be controversial, so the Superintendenttwho instituted it had to tolerate
'.,

founding legislation which stipulated that "no further expense should be incurred by this
....0

act than is now required for teachers in the Oublic schools (i.e., without the cost of the

college) for' the year ending June 30, 1874." For most 4 the twentieth century, double

shifts were in operation at least somewhere in the system.
I

Salaries were almost always far below the national levels. Funds, until the 1970s,

were rarely enough to provide adequate repair and maintenance. Construction was

always behind needs. Cries for more administrative staff echoed throughout the

hearings for most of the schools' history. Free milk, school lunches, foreign languages,

driver education, special education, service to the handicapped -- all were the victims

of inadequate budgets. lk r

The Strayer Report of 1949 divided the schools' modern economic history into five
.

distinct periods. The years from 4925 to 1930 saw an upward trend in school
4 t

28/ Green, Washington, p.43,

- 19()--)....;
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expenditures; the period had continued through to 1932. From 1933 to 1935 the

Depression had dominated everything; a serious curtailment of educational services and

reductions in financial support marked that span of time. From 1936 through 1941, the

schools experienced, an economic recovery, "during which time the losses of the
15-

Depression were, in large part, - regained." The war years, from 1942 to 1945, "required

many adjustments due t6 shortages in personnel and materials,- rising prices, and the

necessity of adapting the educational program to war needs." FrOm 1946 to 1949, "the

schools had seen continued shortages in personnel and materials, been buffeted by

economic inflation, and witnessed a growing demand for educational services. 29/
t

During 'the Depression funding had been cut disastrously low. In order to save jobs

(albiit at reduced salaries), construction was halved. Other cities were in a similar

oind. NeNspapers of that era constantry assailed "rigid and almost blind economies

imposed by the current appropriatiOn bill." 121 Cuts meant "that our school system is

going to lose ground within the next few years as it has lost ground during the current

year." Putting off construction "is simply piling up difficillties for the school system,

difficulties which will have to be, faced sooner or later." Li

Newspapers complained that if budget cuts prevailed, "the schools will be dealt a

32/staggering blow.', And, the ,;'trivial surns" voted by Congress "will not finance

much-needed construction to relieve the shocking congestiOn in many of our schools.

Our schools must not suffer at this period of depression." 33/

29/ Strayer, The Ittp9rt, p. 894.

30/ Washington Times, Sept4ber 12, 1933:

31/ Times, November 3, 1934.

.32/ Times, Deceniber..25,1934.

55 1

33/ Unidentified clipping, January 12, 1935. Files, Waihingtoniaw Division of D.C.
Public Library.
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At a public meeting in 1941, Dr. Ballou, the Superintendent of Schools since 1920,

bemoaned the inadequate budgets which were Nookingslim." He explained that the cuts-

were very harmful. He s ecteP as an example that year the cuts for improved school

lighting. He had sought $30,190 but the 'Commissioners and the Budget Bureau had

dimnied that figure. to $10,000. It would thus take not one but eight kill years tor the

L

34/school system to realize adequate lighting.

CO

Even in good years, enough money was not provided by the'process. The budget

for FY 1949, for example, was sent by the District to Congress at over $25 million, the

largest in history. t urprisingly, it contained not a cent for new 'buildings, construction

being at that time an industry hit by abruptly rising costs.

Budget cutting continued to be the Congressional sport of preference in mid-

century. For the years after the 1949 Strayer Report, even as requests rose steadily
e

the percentage of requests by the Board of Education actually appropriated by Congress

declined from a high of 93.4 percent in 1954 to 43.3 in 1964.35/

'In general,. the fifties were a period of gradual growth in finance, with strong

construction budget's approved bccasionallli during the Eisenhower years. A great leap

forward followed immediately upon President Johnson's rise to power, as the District

received money fror'n the federal government through the "War on Pov it;' and Title I
°

of the Elementary and Secondary Education, Act of 1965, among other programs.

During the 1970s the school budgets were adequate to the needs as they had

traditiona,lly been defined, and beginning about 1978 a peribd of retrenchment (marked

by the advent of personnel RIFs and school closings) began to dominate 'chool finance.

34/ Star, Februrary 8, 1944..

35/ See Passow, Toward' Creating a
"Strayer Report Influenced D.C.
28, 1949.

O

ModellIrban'school System, p. 253. But see, also,
SchOol Budget Demand," DailyNews, September
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,What would have been an adequate budget for the schools during all the years of

their deprivation? There is no answer available. The Strayer Report argued that there
411

were three possible funding levels. The schools could be,-,run at a minimum level of
.,

efficiency; that would'bean, in 1949 terms, an annual btidget of $28.325 million. An

acceptable school system, on the other hand, would cost the District $28.970 million.

And a defensible level of efficiency would require a minimum of $29.655 million. With

construction costs added, a total of $38 million would have to be spent on the schools

right away. 36/ For 1949, however, the Coinmissioners had sought,only $23,323,450, a

total $1.7 million below the budget of the previous year

In 1965 Congressman Roman C. Pucinski, a Democrat from Chicago and an

education activist in Congress, conducted a study of the anti-poverty program and the

D.C. schools. He asked Dr. Hansen, then the Superintendent of Schools, to conjure up 'a
. .

model budget. Dr. Hansen reported back in early 1966 with his "blue-sky" findings.

Given a budget of half a billion dollars, the system could convert its schools into dawn

to bedtime community centers. Free lunches would ,be available for all children;

breakfast could be provided when needed; a new junior college could be 'treated; an,

educationally sound student-teacher ratio of 25 to 1 could be achieved; and, many other

innovations would be brought to pass. Representative Pucinski praised the plan; it was

noted that "investment in education is self-liquidating." IV And, surprisingly given

the size of the "model budget" the Washington Post came out in favor of the plan, "an

investment" which "looms large not because it is unreasonably high but because the

current rate .is unreasonably low." Further, "What Dr. Hansen is offering the

community is not extravagance but saving in the truest sense of the term. He has urged

the soundest of investments." The plan ,would help eliminate crime), deliquency, and

36/ Strayer, The Report, p. 949.

37/ Mr. Pucinski 'was one of the most ducatien-minded leaders ever to serve in
Congress. The author worked as an stant to him in 1967 -1968.
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welfare. 38/ And the Star called the idea a "model" containing "a series of lOng-range

goals toward which to strive." 2/41".

The first truly adequate school appropriation cam 'e. as,a startling development to

Washingtonians. Asserting that "the needs of children from deprived and inadequate

family backgroimds must be given More attention," President Lyndon B. JohnSim in

January& 1967 reinstated in the FY 1968 budget, all the money the 'Board of Education

had actually requested.4

"This is the first year in our history that the school budget has been transmitted

virtually uncut to Congress," a jubilant Dr. Hansen cheered. "To understate, I would be

very happy if Congress approved this budget." 413/
.*

In November the good news came. 41/ The FY 1968 budget lost only $20 million

in its travel through Congress.
:

c--.. 42/

The realization that a;0early complete budget had actually made it through from
, .

the Board to Congress successfQy sent niiirtfvelky defeat-weary officials reeling. Less
. ...

than a year later the Board of Education was caught with its fiscal pants down.

"Congressmen Score Bid for School Funds Not Needed," 43/ screamed the headlinei;
,

"D.C. Schools Rapped for Budget Overkill." 44/ Nonetheless, the Board succeeded in

pushing into and through Congress a "super fat" budget that year. AY

Model budgets suer' as those proposed by Strayer in 1949 or Hansen in 1966 tested

the adequacy of school fund* against a "subjective" assessment of school needs. But

--there are other measures of adequacy.

38/ ,Post, January 15, 1966.
39/ Star, January 18, 1966.

40/ Post, January 26, 1967.

41/ Post, klovemher 26, 1967.E

42/ Star, December 6, 1967. As usual, newspapers reported the ciits principally, and
Ifirpublic was soon up in arms over a low budget requesf for' the schools which the
Mayor had submitted for the next year. But a major .viciory had been achieved
for the schools.

43/ July 6, 1968.

44/ Daily News, July, 6, 1968. A total of $19 million had been requested to build new
schools;;congress discovered during its hearings that the sites on which the
school Were to be built had not yet been purchased:

45/ Daily Neir$,'September 8, 1968.
°S.
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A. Percentage of City Budget

Washingtonians have traditionlilly citeethe percentage held by the schools *within

the overall city budget as one such measure. What dites 'the record show on this

relatively "objective" scale?

From 1917 to 1922, school expenditures increased by 92 percent and outlays for

permanent impr9vements increased by 223 percent. The school system at that time

actually consumed fully 31 percent of the money expended by the District. (A report in

the Evening Star during 1923 noted that educational systems in other great cities

showed even larger increases than those for D.C., and higher percentages, too.)
46/ And

,

a poll by the Board of Education is the late 1920s apparently revealed a citizenry

unanimously in favor of allocating as much as one-third of city resources to the school

system.

By the time of the Great Depression, the schools were worse off. It was noted, in

19an article printed by e Washington Herald on January 8, 35 that km about 33

percent the schools' ercentage of the city budget had fallen to 27. Just before the

Depression began, the head of the school board complained publicly that the city was

allocating a smaller. percentage of all city expefiditures to public school's than were
.-

other major cities. The Advisory Committee on Education's 1938 report -to President
. 0.; . * >

Roosevelt- commented that "during the past few years, the amounts extended for

schools have constituted somewhat less than a third of the net expenditures of the

government of the District." EL/ In 1955 the schools' share still stood at the 30 percent

mark.

46/ Start of December 15, 1923.

47/ .Staff Study Number 15, p. 71..
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Speaking during a "Report to the People" radio show over WWDC, Commissioner Robert

E. McLaug1liin stated that public schools were receiving their fair share. The schools,

maintained, were given appropriations at the 209!6 level, but to cite this fire would

ok

.m4

* be "unfair" because other monies help the schools to pay for services .that elsewhere
,

, r .;

would be state 48/not local functions. -,.-

A

This measure Of adequacy continued to be.cited by school advocates. Dr.. Carl

Hansen in 1964 argued that the District was allocating a smaller percentage of the
. .

budget to education than all but three of 75 large cities responsible for financing

education. He complained that only about 24 percent of total available funds were

going to the schools, regardless of the need. By this measure, the District was only

slightly above average in terms of education finance, even though it was at the top of

total city per capita expenditures. 49/

48/ Post, November 13, 1955.

49/ Star, September 17, 1964.. Dr. Hansen said that the Board needed additional
teachers "because of a successful drive to keep students from quitting schools."
Dr. Hansen criticized the ?lassitude of District government budget officials in the
face of critical school deficiencies." The Department of General Administration:
should use its borrowing authority, he said. He distributed analyses indicating
that the budget :increases had been reduced by 36 percent during .the past five
years; the, Commissioners had caused about 29 percent of the reduction and--
Congress about seven percent.
There is a difficulty in using the percentage figures for purposei of comparison
with other cities in the United States, however. Most importantly, the District of
Columbia may be' compared sometimes to other cities and occasionally. to other
states and territories. It provides services to its citizens which are often provided
by states 'in addition to, those normally within the purview' of cities. Some
services are exclusively provided by state governments teacher certification,
for example and the expense involved does hot appear on city books, except for
Wathington. Other 'functions are provided by ,cities.-but reimbtirsed by state

' governments; special education is an example. In addition, the District of
Columbia,' unlike state governments, must support an entiiely urban school
system. Urban systems are far more costly than rural or suburban schools.

, Citing the percentage of city budget spent on schools is thus most valuable when
comparing figures over the .yearst in the District (although even hbre, one must
note that an, ever-changing array of services has' been offered. in the District

, schools); comparison with percentages in other large cities or in states is less
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The preientation _Of figures always seethed_ to impress,-the newspapers. In an
.

editorial latef in,the week, the Star complained that "School needi, more today. than
. .

ever, deserve and require more consideration than almost any otherexp.enditure _of local
. ,.- - -:. 1. , .

..,.-

government." The system deserved better than 24 percent, charged the newspapers the
.-. .... ,

voice of 'the peOpie should 'be. listened'to by the. Commissioners. Kii And the Post
, -0 . . ,.

Commented at the same -time Alukt "this _city will be everlastingly indebted to [Dr.

Hansen] if he- will make this a fight to the finish. For thirty years the schools had been,

given insbfficient funds-"to do the vital work entrusted to thr.." The ,situation had

simply been accepted, "more or legs resignedly," by the city fathers. 51/

Three years later, during the discussion of the Passcw Report in 1967, theschoole

chid budget officer observed that from 24 to 25 percenf of the city budget was going

to the schools. The new budget set exactly 24.1 perOnt akthe schools' level. 51/
(,..

About 24\rreent of the city budget was still being allocated to the public schools

in 1971. But the landmark study, Financing the D.C. Public Schools: A- Budgeting and
7.

Planning Guide for the Citizen, complained that the proposed?budget for the next fiscal

year awarded only 21 percent of the total .city opertiftim15tiOgef to public schools. It

ran a comparison with aities of comparable size and with neighboring cities It found

that Washington ranked lower than Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, and Clevel !:1 in

education's share of the total city budget and that the city, was far beleAaich

neighboring communities` as Alexandria, Arlington, Falls Church, Fairfax County,

Montgomery County and Prince George's COunty. 53/'

50/ Star, September 19, 1964.

51/ - .Post, September 20, 1964..

52/ Star, December 6,.1967.
53/ Financing the D.C. Public Schools, p. 104. See Table I.

0
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By FY 1975, the schools garnered only 20.3 percent df the budget. A publiCation

of the D.C. Citizens for Better 'Public Education noted that "with total enrollment

dropping, however, the bdrden is on the school system to justify even maintaining its 26

. percent share, although it might also be pointed out that the school enrollment is

` accompanied by.a drop in total city population." :§4-1

,
In 1978, the new bqdget piVpared by the citrCouncil granted the schools only 17.6

percent of the city money. And in 1979, Victoria Street, a member of the school bciard,

said that while a decade earlier the schools had received 27 percent of the city budget,

they were now receiving only 17.5 percent. 55(

A report issued by city . Councilman John Ray in 1980 asserted that "public

education is being deTeraphasized in this city." Ray noted that the District was

llocating "a significantly smeller percentage of ith overall budget to education than
:

six] 'neighboripg communities.
es I

1

The public "schOols now .receive about 20 percent of the total city budget.
k

Combined with the University of the District of Columbia and the public libraries,

about 22 percent of the ,appropriated budget of FY 1881 went for public education. 58/

Washingtonians continue to 'use the percentage of city :expenditures devoted to

education as a major yardstick of "adequaby,"
.

54/ See, Bulletin Board, a monthly,publication of the DX:Citizens for Better Public
Education, Inc., Vol. 5.,Nb. 3, for April, 1974, p. 1.

55/ Star, September 13, 1979.
56/ Star, May 28, 1980.

57/ Know the District of Columbia Washington, D.G.: League of Women Voters
Educational Fund, 1980), p. 72.

58/ Ibid., p.
4
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B. Per Pupil Expenditure Rate

Another measure of adequicy of funding has be en diseliSsed over the years. This

is the per pupil expenditure rate. ' Recently, the per pupil expenditure rate has 'rested

near $2,500. For FY 1979, per pupil expenditure was $2,135, regular, plus $296 of

federal money, or $2,431 overall. For FY 1980, the figures were $2,106 plus $313,. or

$2,419 overall. 59/

<4.

The Daily News reported in 1948 that the District's bfforts on behalf of schools

were poor when compared with those of other cities. "Prosperous Washington could

hang its 'head over the 'financial effort' it spent on public schools in 1945-46, according

to figures released...." The paper reported that per pupil expenditures were lower in

Washington than in any state. This ,was in spite of the high income level of the

residents of the District. In fact, the paper reported that the income of Washingtonians

per school child was'the highest in the U.S. but the financial effort in support of the

'public schools was lower in D.C. than in the very .poorest state in the union. EV

In 1951 a report was.published in the- Washington Poat which compared 300 large
-

citiei in per pupil expenditures, and it found that, as of the 1949-1950 acaden yea',
\--N.,

Washington rated about ..average. The survey indicated that over the previous decade

the cost per child soared in Washington. While in 1940-41, 76 cents per day had been

spent, by 1949-50; an increase of 85.5 percent had skyrocketed the city's colts."61/ The

White House Conference on Education of 1955 fOimd that Washington" ranked very low

both in per pupil expenditure:among cities of comparable size and in percentage of city-

4
budget allocated to the school* it was found to wind up 14th on a list of 18 school

systems cited. tai

59/ D.C. Public Schools .Data R(esource Book 1980-1981 (Washington: DX. Public--.--t

Schools, 1969), p.

60/ Daily Neils; December 22, 1948. Post, December 2, 1948. One reason cited

for the fow expenditure of funds was theThilkpercentage of adults inWashington.

?:61/ Post, August 26, 1951. See also Star, May 17, 1951.

62/ The District of Columbia Study; third topic, Committee on Finance.
ow
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In April of 1959 the National EduCation Association reported that the District was

spending more per pupil than all but four of the states. "With an average public school

expenditure of $434.43 per pupil in average daily attendance, the District is topped only

by New York with $535, Alaska with $520, New Jersey with $463 and Wyoming, with

$435." The report pointed.out.that Washington could not truly be compared with states,

however. 63/

!By 1963, the NEA found that D.C. costs per pupil were running but '$25 over the

U.S. average, -6-4-/ and during Senate hearings in 195., Dr. Hanson testified that D.C.

needed more for school administration. To bolster his claim, he cited a study which

showed that the 61-Strict ranked 15th out of 17 large cities in expenditures for

:edministration. 65/ T.A

r*

A

The Passow Report of 1967* also mentioned per pupil expenditure. A table

compared total operating expenditures per pupil in average daily attendance in the

schools of Washington with those for the entire nation, in 1955 -56 and in 1965 -66.

comparison showed that Washington ranked above the national norm in 1955-56,

$294. In 1965-66,_ Washington still was above the national norm; but only slightly.

Here, the comparison- was $554 for D.C., $533 for the rest of the nation. Whereas

Washington had observed an increase of 63 percent over the decade, the country had

witnessed an 81-percent increase. From an excess of 15 percent over the national

average, the lead had shrunk to only four percent. 66/

63/ Post, April 24, 1959.

64/ Star, February 3, 1963.

65/ Pat, May 6, 1965.

66/ Passow, Toward Creating a Model Urban School System, P. 258.
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t.
In the mid-seventies, "the District [was] nearer the topeof the list in terms of per '-

.

pupil expenditures than the bottom," according tcDr.

1971, D.C. cost per pupil was reported as. narrowliosclgi

districts. §11/

Baratz. El And as of January

rig out the figure for other area

In April of '1979, Washingtonians were discussing a chart which listed the District

in Per pupil costs 'during the 1976-77 school year. Cityas'Second only to Alaska

officials responded fo the outcry by arguing that the city was not a state which had

rural areas. It should be compared to New York or to an ,Fiancisco, not to an entire

state. §1/ "Thai's like comparing us to 'Afghanistan,"

Edward G. Winner.

Y..

said Deputy Sulierintendent
o

r

67/ Baratz, A Quest For Equal Opportunity, p. 8. See, also-, The Condition of
Education (Washington: U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1975),
tat357§7 Also, K. Nelson, A Study, of Comparative Data in Eight Large City
Scliool.Districts FY 1974 and FY 1975 (Washington: D.C. Public Schools, 1975).

68/ Daily:News, January 23, 1971.

69/ Star, April 16, 1979.
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C. Student-Teacher Ratio

While Washington's public Schools began their histor/ with as many as 70 pupils
4t:

per teacher, and with gigantic "Lancasterian" schools in which students served as

teacher, aides for younger students, attempts have repeatedly been made to reach

satisfactory ratios. Of great importance to the schools was the all-out drive following

World War II to achieve smaller. classes: This drive was expressed graphically in terms-

of the student-teacher ratio. This has become yet a 'third measure y adequacy of

school funding.

For years the elementary school goal was a 30:1 student-teacher ratio. Virtually

every month a report would appear in the press, indicating how far along the schobls

had progressed toward their goal. On repeated oecasions,the Commissioners declined to

seek 30 to 1; they thought a higher ratio perfectly sufficient.

i , ..

On January 13, 1958, however, the President and the Commissioners finally gave
\... . ,

official sanction to the goal of 30 to 1. By "allowingvast construction and educational
O'

needs," the President called i'gr a $10 million construction budget and a signifibant jump

in other budget allocations to tile schools. It -was estimated that the 30 to 1 ratio would

be reached by FY 1963. At that point the element'aTry school ratio had dropp4 to 33 to

, 70/ A
.

J.

-v.

The ratio hit 30 to 1 near the time of the Passow
.

Repoet and by 1910, the ratio

was no longer a major probleth for the.school system. The issue appeared to die when

the schools announced that year that the ratio had golie to 25' to 1. :7-1.1 Declining
. ,

enrollment plus increased construction spelled loiter ratios.

70/ Star, January 13, 1958. ,41

71/ See Passow, Toward Creating a Model Urban School. System, p: 90, fOr a
fascinating chart entitled "Average Class size by School Levels or( October
1966." Class, sizes ranged then from 14.2 (special academic classes at the
elementary level) to 30.6 for grades one to six and for academic senior high
schools. On page 91., however, the report indicates that these figures are mereky
"optimistic"; and that the school system's average class size "now-approaenes 30.

-31
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Today, however, the ratio is still an issuewhich is alive, since proponenis of the

full Board of Education budget request argue that it will allow them to mag, reductions

itthe student-teacher ratio which will result in improved student achieyement.

o

, The delite over the adequacy of the-public school budget will certainly continue,

given the city's financial problems, inflation, cutbacks in federal programs, and the

underlying nature of education finance processes in the District. The three "objective"

measures' percentage of city budgets, per pupil expenditure, and student-teacher

ratios should all be of assistance to policy makers as they select the preferred future

-.for Washington's students. ,

;46
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Four th issue: The Matter of Construction Funds
0 i.

i
r

Until the last decade, no issue more aroused Washingtonans from their torpor

than...school. construction. Because of segregation and the legacy of four co-existing

boards, Washington's schools were ill-planned and ill-located. The haphazard, politi-,---;

tally-sensitive nature of the allocation of funds compounded construction irrational-

ities.

The earliest attempts at construction were the most reasonable. Two schools
.

were authorized in 1806 to be built to house Wasj)ington's poor students: the Western
.._

,School and the Eastern School.' With, the addition later in the century of black

Washingtonians to the populace to be served, school housing was totally inadequate;

many children were turned away because of a lack of facilities. ,
- . ,, "3-''

The first Governor under the territorial structure, Henry D. Cooke, was a great
..

supporter of public education; he commenced the building of schools without any money

in the treasury for so doing. .Thus,in one area of Georgetown, a ffind existed to erect a
..

public library. The Governor put the library inside of the school building whose

construction he was superintending and fiir which he had no funds, and Georgetown in

the 1870s got both a new school and a new library. 7-21 .

A study commissioned by Congress in 1882 uncovered a serious shortage, in school-

housing. About one-third of all schoolrooms were rented, and most of these were shown

to be unsuitable. An expenditure of at least $100,000 a year for three years was
.

needed. As a later school official Commented, howeyer, "thus, the diagnosis was made,
.,

the tonic prescribed, but inadequately filled." :12/ For the period of 1898 ihrough

72/ Harry Oram Hine, "Public cation in the District, 1805-1928," in John Clagett
Procter, ed., Washington Pa d Present: A History (New York: Lewis
Historical Publishing Company, 119 p.'31 of Chap. xxx r c .

73/ Ibid.T, p. 38.

a ..,
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1908 alone, appropriations fell $2 million below the level recommended by the

investigators seeking construction improvements.

Considerable school construction occurred around the time of World War I. But

speaking, to the D.C. Chamber of Commerce at an "education night" meeting on

Dedember 17, 1924, Dr. Frank Ballou, the Superintendent of Schools, said that new
0

school buildings were desperately needed. One school building still in use had been

constructed in 1868. Portables had to be abandoned and destroyed; it was no longer
o

possible to occupy them safely and great congestion would result. Thus, a five-year'

building program was needed. The Chamber voted its support. al

The President of the Board of Education during the late tvienties, Dr. Charles F.

Carusi, a tireles's campaigner, called for $15 million to finance, a second five-year

school building program, the first having been partially successful. It would take $15

minion "to provide your public school system with adequate buildings and equipment."

Dr. Carusi told representatives of civic and trade associations. An annual expenditure

of $3 million over a five-year period would k bring the buildings and grounds of

Washington's public schools up-tO-date. Such a sum, Dr. Carusi noted and the

argument was often put in' subsequent years would have to be set aside, over and

above the regular operating budget. 75/

A 1928 report prepared for the U.S. Senate AppropriatiOns Committee by the

city's Bureau of Efficiency recommended that 4and for school,sites and playgrounds be

purchased upon recommendation of the Board of Education. It urged that the Board

74/ Star, December 17, 1924. Much of the earlier construction was based upon
suggestions of the Schoolhouse Commission. This body was created as a result of
the 1906 reorganization law. It studied 'school architecture in America's other
great cities and provided the U.S. Senate, in 1908, with many recommendations
for modernization of the schools. Its suggestions had a considerable impact upon
local school construction. See, Report of the Schoolhouse Commission: Upon a
General Plan for the Consolidation of Public Schools in the District of Columbia
(Washington: U.S. Senate Iteport, 1908).

75/ Star, December 14, 1928.
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of Education be given the power to .approve all plans and specifications before the

Commissioners Constructed school buildings. Also, school authorities in the District

'"have always had difficulty in procuring sufficient funds to meet° the needs for buildings

and sites_ occasioned by an increasing school enrollment and by The

cause of this unfortunate situation was the inability of the city to escape from the

"pay-as-you-go" financing method, for decades the bane of school construction

hopes. 76/

While the five-year plan had been relatively successful, generods authorizations'

were not being followed by full appropriations; adequate construction would not be

possible unless heftier appropriations were awarded by Congress. During the discussion

of D.C. appropriatiohs in 1929 one Democratic Congressman argued that the facts "will

show that we are $3.5 million behind in appropriations for providing for school facilities

for the proper accothmodation or the children of the District of Columbia." 111/ The

Chairman of the subcommittee on D.C. appropriations retorted that a big drive for

construction.would fOrge the tax rate to jump an astronomical 25 cents per $100; how,

could the Chamber of Commerce even think of such an appropriation?.713/

The carousing Carusi struck, back, with arguments in favor of vigorous school

house construction, but the whole highly publicized debate soon came to a shrieking

Mit. The chief victim of the Depression in school budgets for D.C. was the construe-
:

tion program. Though more was requested, the Bureau of the Budget allowed only a

single land item to remain in the 1933 school estimates.

A

In December of 1932, at the depth of the Depression, the budget was again

pruned. This time Congress eliminated the initial appropriations for a new senior high

school. "Dr. Ballou Regrets Budget Cut.Which Killed New School" ran the headlines.

761 Report on Survey of the Public School System of the District of Columbia by the
Bureau orEfficiency (Washington: D.C. Government, 1928), p. 1

77/ Star, January 24, 1929.
781.* Star, April 28, 1929.
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There was a terrific problem with congestion in senior high schools; as virtually

everywhere else in the nation, it had become more acute than ever before "because a

great many high school graduates are remaining in schobl for post-graduate courses as a

result of unemployment and lack of funds to enter college," according to Dr. Ba llou. At

least two of the senior high schools were going to have to move to a double shift.
79/--

Matters turned worse. Then, in a humanitarian move .that was hailed by all

segments of the.D.C. community, the Board decided to keep. the jobs of teachers) and ,

other personnel, Appropriations, were slashed for 1934, but the Board's policy was to

find "rigid economies in other directions," not to fire workers, and the Board responded

favorably to a suggestion that unemployed citizens be given work repairing school

buildings and grounds.

As the "noble experiment" of Dr. Ballou keeping teachers' jobs, no tatter what

the cost appeared to succeed and win public acclaim, journalists noted that the
.80/'

purchase of sites and the erection of school buildings was slowing up. -- "The,', A

National Capital is stilliltsing school buildings that were recommended for abandonment

more than twenty years ago," noted one editorial. Putting off construction "is simply :

piling up difficulties for the school system, difficulties which will have to be faced

. . .
sooner 'or later." Congress lopped off more millions for the 19 6 budget; the schools

- t-,

were dealt "a staggering blow." Newspapers protested miOt81/ y: the request of the

Board "was not anfexorbitant request, considering the manner in which estimates have

been cut in recent years and considering the dilapidated condition of many of the

schools." Along with other districts, Washington's schools suffered nlightily during the

Depression.

Staff Study

Education in 1938,

Number 15, issued by the President's' Advisory committee on

deplored the school housing situation. It found that an extraordinary

79/ Post, December 17, 1932.

80/ Post, Septernber 10, 1933. See "Schools to Try New Year with $4g122,000 Cut."

81/ Times, November 3, 1934.
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number of buildings were decaying. "Of those now in use, 34 were constructed between

1864 and 1886 a number of these old buildings have fewer than 16 rooms; their small

size contributes materially to the relatively high costs of both operatiqn and

maintenance of plant."* The report cited with approval the five-year building program

which had, been propoied in 1936, [calling] for a total allocation for buildings and site

82/purchase of $30 million.

Thp Board wanted to resume normal school construction as early as 1937; the

House of Representatives killed the idea early in 1939. The Senate had approved plan,

but the Housg 'and the District Cdmmissioners were against It; a blitz of newspaper

editorials came out, blasting the Commissioners for crippling the program. The Daily

News summed it up: "School Superintendent Frank W. Ba llou'is [calling upon] Congress

again this- year, with a budget that amounts to a dentand that public Ahool development
83/be picked up where it was virtually dropped in 1930 as a result of the depres sion."

Cqnstruction might have caught up, but then came World War II. *A lowered

school budget. was sent to Congress in May of 1942.' The Congress reduced It by

hatcheting the construction proposals. School officials had to take cognizance of their

own inability to obtain materials for permanent school buildings. In the.1943 budgdt, no,
money was requested for new buildings; some tempo-rary schools might be necessary,

though. Thousands of newcomers were swelling the population. The Post observed that

the school board's public-spirited cooperation "should give Congress added incentive tp

improve the board's land purchlting program." Actual construction of schools, wrote,-

the Post, "canlie postponed without serious loss to the community, but it.is well to

remember that sites suitable for schools are rapidly disappearing `uni:Jer-kmpact of

Wp.shington's wartime growth." Sires ought to be purchased before they were lost for

84/°-eternity.

82/ Staff Study Number 15, pp. 82-83.,

83/ Daily News; August 23, 1939.

84/, Post, September , 1942.



As the war moved on, the schools requested more money for sites and for the

drafting of construction. plans but not for cdpstruction itself. In January g 1945, ".

/Gvith the end of the.war finally in sight, the 1946 budget estimates were submitted. The .

, .
- ,

schools sought -a massive postwir building- program. A total of $1:8 million Was,
. -

'requested for eonstruction;_i
1

f awarded, this would help to Meet school buildi needs

through 1955. In August, with the war's,end, the schools announced plans to tr to win

federal support f& a maMmoth $10 million construction program.. When in July of 1947

the Senate indicated it would go .1ong with a construction budget of 0.2 million, this
cs

0was quite a victory, since the Commissioners themselves had' gpne to,,Congress to ask

that the school building program not be approved, claiming that it 'would lead to new

. tax burdens and heavy future obligations. Further, stated Commissioner John Russell

Young, it would "practically exhaust" the capital investment fund the city had
. ,

been building up. 85/

Several months later the Board of Education, was back with a.request fora budget

of over $32 million, with one-third to gO for large building programs. Noted the Post,

4

-4

"so acute is the need that officials are asking site money for a junior high school to
86/relieve expected crowding the Miller Junior High School that's not yet built."

When the Commissioners addressed the request with an ax, the president of the Board

wrote that "growing child en do not stand still to wait for inadequate budgets, to catch

up with them. Their school life may be over before their needed scliool facilities are

ready. We must not only complete the constr ction program, which was delayed by the

war, but we should be farsighted enough to buy land while it is still unimp-rov'edlor,

future school construction:, 87/ /

.;"

01

Henry Grattan Doyle,
..,

85,/

86/

87/

Star, July 15, 1947. A

.

This was a blunt quote for Mrs.
Board of Education. .

Post, September 21, 1947.

Post, September 21; 1947;
gra 1935 president of the

..

. .
.,-,
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School leaders discussed the desirability of floating a loan, a mechanism not

allowed to the District schools. "If the program is restricted to what can be spent from

current re-Venues each year, children now in school will be receiving their old age

pensions before the program is completed," grbused the Star. The construction work

held up by insufficient appropriations from Congress simply had to be sped up. 88/

'The Strayer Report, of 1949 called for a massive school building program; the

price tag world be well over $37.9 million. The reality was that the report had not

much effect on city budgets. A daring FY 1951 budget was proposed by the school
.

board in the autumn. of 1949; the budget was cut to ribbons, but $4.5 million came out

8'9/for construction in the end.

t.

° The next year a new budget was prepared by the Board of Education. Announced

September` 113; 1950, it called for .22 percent of city funds to4,be spent on schools; the

' proposed increase in expenditures would be devoted almost wholly to.construction. ' A

total of $9.5 million would be needed for construction. The budget rhoved to the

President. With a pointer in hand and charts behind ,him, President Truman told

America that the District's schools needed morefunds. He wanted twelve new school

buildings. Seven of the new schools would be for blacks. -9-91 Superintendent Corning

warned, howevert that temporary schools might again be needed, for construction costs
4

were rising "precipitously" ana were "leaving us very uncertain what the future will be.';

91/ In the end, the $34,410,500 request was pared down by Congress to $29,604,7 50, a

drop of $4,805°,750.

88/ Star, September 22, 1947.

89/ Daily News, September 28, 1949.

90/ Star, January 15, 1951.

91/ tar,..March 22, 1951

°
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Early in 1952 theOommimioners cut a proposed $13 million budget for construe-
.

tion to $1.5 million. The public and the newspapersweie up.,iwrir ms. "The reduction,"
. ,

wrote the Post in January, "has been hailed by members of Congress as a praiseworthy

'economy' imposed in part by the fact that Congresiforbids the District to borrow funds

far, capital outlays. Let's have a look at what this kind of economizing does the

. 'economy' in the District budget, so far as school construction is concerned, is at [the

children's] expense. They will pay for it in terms of thwarted educational opportunities

,asza result of cramped quarters and unsatisfactory physical equiptnent. They will pay

fax it in terms of their health as a result of inadeqUate lighting and unsound sanitary

1

r

B°

conditions. They might pa,y for it, in, case of fire, with their lives. What kind of

economy' is this, anyhow?" 92/

The Board jumped in with a mighty new six-year, $52.'t million school construction

93/program. Then a surprise occurred. The Commissioners had named a Citizens

Advisory Committee on Public Works; this group reported to the 'Commissioners thaea

$71 million, six-year building program was necessary for the schools. Hoisted on theirti
A

own petard, the Commissioners would have to act. A total of 60 projects:Was endorsed

by the advisor% committee, two-thirds for the black schools.
94/ The main arguments

4

of the Board had bee'n sustained by an independent body. The results were soon evident.

92/ Post, January 28, 1952.

93/ Post, March 14; 1982.

94/ Times-Herald, October 1, 1952. Only.amuch publicized "gap" of $10 million or so
after adjustments were made was left between the Commissioners' plan and

the most recent plan of the school board.
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Integration should have, relieved overcrowding and-.hence reduced construction

budgets. Yet when it came; the District schools revealed' that they would require

nearly $25 million in "new" money to construct additional public elementary and

secondary classrooms to meet basic requirements in the District, "exclusive of amounts

appropriated' through Fiscal Y6ar 1955. .2E/ A huge new construction program had

been approved by Congress; as the public works program °entered its second year,
.

approximately eight million dollars was requested for cap' outlay (construction) in

the FY 1956 request. In Jaivary, $3 million was cut from this request. 1-7/ In

June, with children- crowding into the 1868 vintage schools, the Senate heard that
.

portables were being used to meet the huge crush of students in the burgeoning eastern

half of the city; 98

r
A $70 >llion school construction program was proposed late in 1956, but the

Campissioners bRnked'it.A 1{1/4 1957 capital outlay budget of $15 million was

`and Pre sicfent Eisenhower;approved,the request at over $11 million.. , 101/proposedilly _0_,
,,,,i . -v . , 4*

In 1958 another huge construction herb was proposed. Since the merits of the program

were not immediately evident' to' yeral legislators, a study was requested; again the
- .. I.

PTA supported- the idea.- Irt July, the new B6ard of Education budget proposed; along

with $42 million for operating expenses, gully, $15.7 million for capital outlay. 102/

January of 1959, the Commissioners approved a Construction figure of $9.5 million.

95'/ Stu, July 27, 1954.

96/ Star, September 24, 1954.

97/ Star, January"17, 1955. °.

',98/ Star, Jtine 9, 1955.

99/ Pint, December 11, 1956;

100/ Star, July 12, 1957.

101/ Star, January 13, 1958.

102/ Star, July 22, 1958. .
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Thus, every year the story seemed the same. The Board would propose a, "bare .

bones" figure for construction which, it would argue, might barely meet minimum

needs. The Commissioners and their tiscalexperts dismissed the construction requests

as poorly argued, unconvincing, or inflated. The Board of Education returned with new,

lower figures and was partially satisfied. Over the long haul, the figures were rising:

The floor moved up each year, even if the ceiling was never quite reached. Low levels

of funding had the inevitable result: the process simply was extended far beyond what

was necessary. In addition, the deficiencies of D.C.'s finercing vehicles were obvious to

all who observed the process.

Typidally, the schools objected strenuously and publicly tocuts. Thus,

Congress was told by the vice president of the Board in 1963 that th schools were

"rapidly approaching a point of desperation." Ucess additional funds were secured,

education would "slip into uninspiring, nonproductive, mere containment." 122/ The

slightest delay in the building program "will result in hundreds of classes in over-

crowded,
-

inadequate buildings at the elementary and junior high school levels." The

Superintendent then joined the fray, commenting that "we ought to do this in bold

steps." The President that time asked Congress for an immediate $800,000 for

construction: 125

When President Johnson took office, school figures shot up. Considerable

improvement was needed in the construction program; many buildings were at least 60

years old. "We have to keep reminding ourselves that in the Capital of the greatest

103/ Post, July 7, 1963.

104/ Star, July 18, 1963.
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industrial nation in the world, When people come to our school doors we say 'you can't

come in, there isn't room for you,' " bserved Dr. Hansen, as he called for full funding

of a $24.7 million construction estimate. 105/

As Confessional hearings got underway, parents and teachers appeared at well-

Jxiblicized Board sessions and told of rats invading school buildings which were

"inadequate, dangerous, antiquated and obsolete." Others told of teachers without
106/classrooms, found roaming about, looking for space. Newspapers supported the

concept of long term construction programs, arguing that "if the amount should seem to

[the Commissioners or others] uncomfortably high, then the solution is to cut some

other municipal activity. The schools are the most important responsibility of this city,

and they are owed an absolute priority in the budget." 107/
4

;-

"Ile Congress was not the biggest- problem, said the Sup'rintendent; it was the

Commissioners who were cutting costs drastically. "If lack of funds is to blame, they

should explain why the money needed to run the school system can't be found." He was

"unwilling to believe that the community or Congress supports the view that school
.

services should be drastically curtailed because of lack Of funds." Why did not the DX.

Department of General Administration use its bOrrowing authority for school copstruc-
108/

105/ Star, Febr*nar'y 4, 1964. This was said at the annual meeting on the school budget
request. The meeting was held, onFebruary 3, 1964. Although there had been
great improvement in many areas in recent budgets, school officials told those
assembled, a lot remained to be-done. And, of course, Superintendent Hansen
called for borrowing to be allowed.

106/ Star, April 7, .1964.

107/ Post, July 25, 1964.

108/ Star, September 17, 1964. 4.
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Between 1953 and 1966, Congress had appropriated about half of what the Board

of Education requested in construction money; a total of nearly $10 million was spent to

build 21 elementary, ten junior and two senior high schools. New structured were added

to 46 buildings and two schools were replaced, with most of the new construction going

into predominantly black districts of the city. The Johnson era brought adequate

construction funds for the schools finally. Since the city then moved, to construct.
6

buildings through borrowing, a method used almost universally throughout the United

States, much of the wind ceased to blow on the public sails of construction politics.

There was a slackening in construction publicity campaigns, and public concern turned

elsewhere.

The largest school building program in history occurred in the decade from 1972

to 1982; a total of 43 construction. projects were completed at a cost of,$252 million. It

was all catch-up however. With the federal funding levonls at historic peaks and activity

and attention focused on other matters, many failed to notice that just as Washington's

schools were able to surmount the Byzantine political hurdles to a reasonable building

program, the facilities were no longer needed: Enrollment figures had begun to dip,

seriously in the early seventies; the schools achieved a goo

overcrowding was no longer the danger it had once ban. As

budget was set at zero, public debate addressed the inverse

enrollments, which schools were to be closed down? What neighbOrhood would lose its

tident-faculty ratio, and

6 FY 1981 capital outlay

problem: with dwindling

no longer needed school? By 1982, the capital outlay budget was practically a forgotten

relic of the. past. The District of Columbia school system planned no new building.

History had come full circle.

I
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VI. Fifth lintse School Finance Beanbag far Governance Scinabblea

to
Through the years, District of Columbia governance battles have often been

fought out as education finance ones. 3211 With the 1906 reorganization act, the Boaid

of Education was given the right to appoint all employees of the school system and was

required to transmit annually to the Commissioners an estimate, 'in detail) of the

amount of money required for the public schools 110/the year ahead. The

ComMissioners included with their annual city-wide budget estimates the recommends--,
tions coming from the Board of Education. In 1922 the Commissioners-were given the

right to forward only their own recommendations. For cars after, report upon report
. ,

recommended that the Commissioners be required, once again, to forward the Boart's

estimates as well as their own. -

/
The year 1923 saw an early edition of what w uld become a running chapter over

the- decades. Did the Commissioners have the right examine all Board of Education

expenditures? At issue was the refusal by the Commissioners. to purchase several
. .. .

_ .
hundred dollars worth of equipment for a beauty parlor at the 0 Street Vocational

. School in the black diVision. No, said the Board. Yes, ruled the city's corporation
111/counsel, and his interpretation prevailed.

109/ Since the excellent paper of Professor Diner has thoroughly examined the general
issue of gOvernance, an attempt will be made here toonote merely some finance-
related highlights of the issue. See Steven J. Diner, "The Governance of
Education in the District of Columbia: An Historical Analysis of Current Issues."
Study No. 2 in this series.

110/ Newspaper coverage for .years referred to "estimates," -This must have been Most
confusing to the uninitiated. The expression is used in England, too.

111/ Star, March 9, 1923.
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In 1926 the Board of Education drew the first of many post-1906 fiscal lines in the

dust: it announced that it would simply not cut any more from its,construction budget.

Each year .until then the Board had prepared its estimates and forwarded them to the

Commissioners. Then the Commissioners would ask for cuts and the Board would duly

sharpen its knives. No more, said a much suffering Board.. The city's auditor, Budget

Officer Daniel J. Donovan, responded with a report that argued that "the school system

is an integral branch of the municipal government subordinate to and under the

jurisdiction of the Commissioners."ioners." But this issue would not die. During the years

1928-29, under the leadership of Dr. Charles Carusi, the Board of Education again
N

flexed its fiscal muscles. It refused request from the auditor to designate items as

"proper to be included in a supplemental estimate." 113/ The Commissioners then told

112/ Star, September 27, 1928.

113/ Star, September 17, 1928.

The request for "priority ranking" experienced an undulant history: the request
has reappeared throughbut the century, as Commissioner after Commissioner and
Mayor upon Mayor (all two, so far) have called for a priority list and as the Board
has hesitated to prepare one. The Board has always taken the attitude of a
mother who has been asked to sacrifice just one child declaring that all her
children are equally valuable to her.

Thus, in 1953; Dr. Corning told the Board's finance committee that the District
Budget Office had asked .for a priority list of items which could be chopped so as

Ito bring' the schools' 1955 budget figure ten percent below then-current levels.
All District departments were being asked for the stripped down estimates, he
said, but he noted that "obviously such reductions would completely cripple the
school systein....There is no way to reduce the workload or program of the public
schools in the same manner as the programs of.other agenctemfiay be cut back."
Star, September 5* 1953.

The issue arose again in November of 1966, in acrintbny, when Superintendent
. Hansen was told to.budget by priorities. "Our proposals for the use of those 400

teachers weren't terribly specific," he said, "but we need everyone of them to
provide more individualized instruction, regardless df whether we use team
teachinuor any other new method." The fight was between Dr. Hansen and
Diskict Budget Officer D.P. Herman. Post, November 8, 1966.

And in November of 1967, the Post's, headline read, "Schools Told To Budget gy
Priority." This time, Mayor WiThington was making the request and he wanted
priorities listed for botlitconstruction and operating costs. The topic became
embroiled in the first school board election, in 19 &8, and was even the topic of an
opinion column in the Post. Post, November 23, 1967; September 14, 1968.
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the auditor to make priority li;ts, himself and to cut $2 million from the total $12
million budget of the Board. 2111

The Board riposted that it was an independent body, and its mission was "to
,defend our estimates and °all our estimates as'submitted."

Listing a project on the "supplemental" list was _simply consigning it to the
garbage heap. The Commissioners had their own duty, "the ministerial one of
forwarding the estimates of the Board of Education with such recommendations as, in
the light of the needs of the District and the limited revenues thereof applicable to the
same,"they may desire to present to the Bureau of the Budget and to the committees of
Congress." 115/

Dr. Carusi was tireless, and his campaign gathered steam. The Board of
Efficiency'report to the Senate in 1928 came out on his side, proposing that the Board

. of Education have all power over expenditdres within the schools and calling upon the
Commissioners to forward the Board's estimates with its own recommendations. 116/

114/ Almost alw
the budget .

cut it; an
[ Com missio,
etc.] do it c

individual cutters in the pathway of the school budget argued thatgoing to be cut on the next step up the ladder anyway. "Let meut it judiciously, and you will avoid having that insensitiveBureau of the Budget, Pretsident's Office, House Committee,u ly." The refrain 'was heard for years.
115/ The Board vo d simply refuse .to reconsider its estimates until it was calledbefore the Brea o the Budget. The school board's powers, "already specified bylaw, would be m known rather than [by] a fight with District heads" via the"campaign o edu on", said Dr. Carusi.

See, "Scoreeb.C. ds on School Budget; Carusi Declares Law Does Not RequireCommissionOrs to tEstimates," Star, no date indicated, files of Washingion-, iana Division, D.0 !Library. 1Te, also, Dr. Carusi's remarks in Star,December 14, 1928.
116/ Report on Survey of Public School System, p. 1.
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The battle waxed. The Board ran into "an impenetrable wall of opposition" from

city .officials. The Commissioners, fortified with legal assistance, announced that "if

the school board refuses, like it did last year, to make reductions ordered because of

budget limitations, the Commissioners ... will tgain do the trimming theIngelves." They

declared that they, would give the estimated needs' of the Board more consideration than

ever befok, but when the battle was actually joined, the Commissioners wreaked their

vengeance 'down upon the Board and chopped their budget to ribbons.
117/--

, The battle of governance via finance was suspended for the duration of the Great

Depression. A report in 1938, however condemned the continuing participation of so

many individuals in the process of budgeting for the, schools. A simplified procedure

.

was needed. Power to allocate funds should go exclusively to the Board.
118/

gvercrowding brought on by the presence of 7,000 part-time students in 1947 led

to.. an amazing fiscal gOvernance sight. The House voted "a mighty attack on

overcrowded and mislocated schools" for the 1948 budget. When,the bill got to the

Senate, Washingtonians were startled: there were the Commissioners asking Congress

to4cut more than $900,000 from the school appropriations. They want d to give the

money, to hospitals, a welfare center, city attorneys, physicians everyone seemingly,

.c

but the schools. In spite of the Commissioners' opposition, however, the schools won

most of the money. UV

A year later, in 1948, a "new" method of. handling estimates was announced with

much hoopla. The original school board estimates would be forwarded intact, albng

with Commissioner recommendations, to the Buteau of the Budget. There had been a

special study and this procedure had been suggested. The Board of Trade supported the

117/ Star, June 16, 1929.

118/ Staff Study' Number 15, p. 91."

119/ Star, lily 15,1947.
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change and noted that a number of items originally requested by the schools had failed

to be approved by Congress simply because they had not been presented; had they been

in front of the Congress, however, they surely would have been given appropriations.

No one hailing this "innovation" apparently realized that the system had been in use

prior to the 1922 law. 120/
,,

A fascinating brouhaha in the continuing Board of EducationCo missioners

struggle over education finance erupted in May of 1952. The Commissioners had

refused to act on an urgent appeal calling for major construction of sch buildings, so

.., the president of the Board of Education and the Superintendent decided tc pay a visit to

Capitol Hill. Mr. C. Melvin Sharpe and Dr. Corning went seeking an emergency award

of $5 million for immediate construction of black schools in the District. They spoke

with the arch-segregationist chairman .of the House District Committee,
,,

Representative John L. McMillan. Their mission was to explain "the great necessity for,.

. or
colored schools in the present emergency." Perhaps,with an eye to averting the school

> .
desegregation winds beginning to blow through the land, Representative McMillan

agreed to study the problem and requested that more information be sent to him.

Immediately in possession of the data, he declared himself in favor of the idea. He

would sponsor emergency legislation within a few days.

In view of the District's tight budget; informedeob6rvers held out little hope that

funding would actually be forthcoming. The public dismission, however, focused upon

the protocol of the visit. According to antique city custom, "agency heads" could not -

lobby Congre4ss directly. One of the Commissioners fumed that Boarfl President Sharpe
..........:.

had made a "regrettable mistake" in circumventing normal channels. It was the task of
121/the Commissioners to survey needs and to decide where money should be spent.

120/ See, "School Budget Plan Approved," unidentified clipping, files, Washingtoniana
DivisiydN-4.C. Publit Library.

121/ Post, May 26, 1952.
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A spate of editorials appeared. Most tended to treat the incident as a tempest in

a bureaucratic teapot. Some observed that the delegation had approached the wrong

men, since appropriations were not handled by the District Committee. "Thus," wrote

the Daily News, which tagged the brouhaha as "silly," it "appears that Mr. Sharpe's real

'offense' has been in conversing with another man. We have not lost that particular

right. Not yet." 122/

For the 1957 budget the Commissioners turned to the recommendations of their

own Advisory Committee regarding cuts in construction requests; this was "talamount

to accepting the Advisory Committee's recommendations in advance of a public

hearing," said the Board of Education. Since the committee thought that 32 pupils per

class was a satisfactory level, the Commissioners had fiddled around with the Board's

construction budget. "We cannot accept the dictum of a lay committee, which is

contrary to school policy established by educators all over the country," snapped the
123/Board. In the end, the Board was forced to come up with a most innovative

Strategem to reach their 30 to 1 goal. New land appraisals had resulted in adowpward

revision of needs for the site Tund; the money thus saved would be applied to the

purchase of sites required to achieve the goal! The newspapers had 'a field day with the

124/

122/ Daily News, May 27, 1952. See also, "School Board Warned on Appeal to
MTeievss,r Post, January 20,' 19*6 and "Interference with School Functions,
Charged to DEFict Budget Officers," Post, August 10, 1956. .

123/ Daily News, August 29, 1957:-

124/ Post, October 10, 1957 and Star, Octo*ber 10, 1957.

't City leaders had gone around on the issues for quite Some me. The Board had
been granted $2.5 million above previous levels but $1.3 million below the request.
Three new elementary schools were denied, and additions to others were denied as
well. School Board President Tobriner spid that the reductions would "indefinitely
defer" the plans to get down to 30 to 1. When the Commissioners would not
budge, the Board presented "sweeping revisions" of the school site costs in a last.
ditch effort to get down to 30 to 1 for FY 1959. They 'asked for $4 million for
construction.
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In the summer of 1966 school officials told the city that they were going to challenge

the legality of budget cuts made by the Commissioners. The Commissioners were

sapposed to transmit the school budgets, along with their ideas to the Bureau of the

Budget, argued the Board.

It is inappropriate for the Board of Education's request to be reduced by
the Commissioners or their staff prior to the tfansmission to the Bureau
of the Budget.... Congress does not even see all of the Board of
Education requests....There is in this fact no implication that
Commissioners cannot be or are not interested in schools, but they are
not responsible for the schools. This Board of Education, which is
responsible for the schools, does not even have an autonomous right to
request or to defend all of its requests at the point of final decision and
power, the Congress. Seldom has so large a responsibility been supported
by so little authority. 125/

The Passow Report of 1967 noted the governance problems involving school

finance and 'accused the schools of failing to adequately justify its construction

requests. It noted the "peculiar slippage" between authorization and appropriations in

the U.S. Congress and it concluded that either the Board or the Commissioners ought

to be given the right to fully prepare the budget, levy local taxes, and act as the final

authority on the school budget. 126/

To the Chagrin of ,many, the abolition of the Commissioners and their replacement

by a Mayor-Commissioner in no way altered the fiscal battle scepe. The conflict

continued on as before. Mayor Washington made drastic cuts; school officials needed to

be more specific on priorities, he said. The old budget was too complex and the format

was incomprehensible, he asserted.
/5

..,

125/ Star, August 8, 1966. See, also, Star, August 21, 1966. .

126/ See Passow, Toward Creating a Model Urban School, pp. 19-21 and 242-264.

a
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By 1969, an elected school board was in place. Conflict with the appointed city

Council immediately erupted. New board members were no more hpppy with the

Mayor's or Council's cuts than members of the old appointed Board had been. And

attempti to bring the community into the fiscal process were derided by those elected

to represent the community; surely, their voices would be ignored, Julius Hobson, a

school board "activist," said. 127/

Anita Allen, It long-time leader of both the appointed Wand the elected school

board, went to Congress in 1970 to ask for legislation to limit the powers Of the city

Council over the operations budget of the school system. The city Council had affected

basic education policy when it altered the Board's budget request for FY 1971, she said.

"We do not believe that the city Council should be permitted by Congress to exercise
i

what amounts to a veto over education programs, forrryulated by the public, administra-

tion land the Board of Education after careful study and deliberation."
128/ .

.
The Board and the Mayor fought for months in 1971 over the budget. The Board

disputed the power of the Mayor to place budget limitations on it, an independent

governmental entity. However, the D.C. Corporation Counsel shades of counsels past

said that the Board was not independent in financial areas and must follow the

guidelines of the Mayor, who was required to submit a balanced bfidget to Congress.

Then, in April, the City Council voted not to go along with the Mayor's vetoes of school

funds.

127/ Star, February 26, 1969; Post, February 25, 1969.

128/ Star, May 23, 1970; June 1; 1970.

4..
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A major battle broke out over school finances in 1974. The Mayor was going, to

stand for election and home rule was about to come. The battle over the budget served

to highlight the importance of the Mayor in education.finance and probably helped hirh

to gain the election. In 1978 another war was declared between the Mayor and the
4

schools. The budget figure proposed by Mayor Washington was too low for the schools.

There .appeared one Old and three new aspects to the war; Old was the fact that the

Board under law was obligated to submit its budget to the city Council. New was the

fact that it failed to transmit its budget to the Mayor. (Under home rule, it was the

Mayor's job to initiate the "budget mark" for both the city Council and the school

board.; Also relatively new was the fact that the figh critical for a Mayor seeking

re-election. And third, a court ruling [in Evans v. Washington] handed down on

September 7, 1978, that Mayor Washington had trenched upon the Board of Education's

fiscal autonomy as provided in the home rule legislation, exacerbated the political

conflict, lendi
4

much ammunition to the advocates of Board prerogatives and

indirectly aiding the former Board president, now mayoral candidate, Marion Barry.

The election of Mr. Barry to the Mayor's office in 1978 changed the actors but not

the structure of the disputes over education finance. These continued and grew

especially venomous during the teacher's strike in 1979. "The mayor calls himtelf a

friend of education. If he calls what's taking place now friendship, it would be better if

he went around setting fires to all the school buildings in the city," fumed the school

board president. at/ Said another member, "Public education has all the'enemies it

needs, so 'friends' like Mr. Barry are confusing, to say the least." 13"

129/ Post, August 23, 1979.
A

130f Star, October 2, 1970.
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During each administration, Commissioner and Mayor, allegations were made that

the schools failed to systematically or convincingly justify their _budgets. Allegitions

were also made that the Commissioners or the Mayor and city Council sought to

.place less of an emphasis on school budgets than the citizenry wanted. Previous support

of edUcation by city officials never insulated them from attack; neither did their

protegtations about looking kindly upon education requests. And each wave of

CoMmissioners and each Mayor took it as his task to review and prune school budgets.

Conflict has always been built into the governance of D.C. schools, on matters Of

finance, anyway.

There can be no doubt that until complete fiscal independence is granted to the

public schools of Washington, too many actors will remain in the picture. Unlike all

other schbol systems, the District must shepherd its budget through both internal city

processes and the Congress. Suggestions to change the system, have been made for

years, but Congress has not adopted them; fiscal independence from Congressional

oversight would seem to be necessary if governance is ever to become a settled matter.

Home rule has given the Board of Education full control over expenditures, a great step

forward. Control over education finance in the District has been an issue since the list

century. , Short of legislation explicitly Ranting the Board of Education taxation

authori \and removing Congressional oversight prerogatives, it will continue to be an

issue in the future.
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VII, Five "Angels": Revenue Sources for the District Schools

Take a guess. What was the topic-of the maiden,address of cVaShington's delegate

to Congress, N.P. Chipman, when the territorial government was created during the last

century? The answer: suppor,t of the D.C. public school system.
ftA.

Entitled "Endowment of Public Schools in the District of Columbia.," the speech

was actually a plea for Congress to provide massive federal assistance.. The District of

ColurNiga was now a territory, like all other territories. Other territories were given

'land for public education, but D.C. was not. The liberation of the former slaves had

brought thousands of new pupils pouring into the District, placing great stress on

. District Schools. Money was urgently needed, and CongreSs was obligated to support

education in Washington just as it would anywhere the federal government was involved,

he insisted. In the course of his eloquent plea, Representative Chipman listed most of

the arguments for federal assistance which have arisen in virtually every discussion of

the problem since. 131/

N

Throughout the years five special ways of raising revenues for the schalls have
we

been mentioned as possible angels, supplements to -- or help for -- regular, "general

fund" appropriations.. Usually,

for the District to consider.

Committee on Public Works in

payment be increased to 'cover

aside fbr the school's, or that

they have been listed together as possible alternatives

When the Commissioners created a Citizens Advisory

1952, for example,-the report suggested that the federal

costs of school construction, that 'a special fund be set

a loan be floated on behalf of the schools.' 132/ With

allowances for differences in language, these solutions have popped up repeatedly. ,

131/ U.S. House of Representatives, speech of January 27, 1872.

132/ Star, October 1, 1952. .
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A. Federal payment

The federal payment issue has been the most vigorously debated. Every

systematic examination of school funding in the District since 1878 has looked at the

federal payment as a cause or remedy for the city's school finance problems. The

' federal government occupies much of the land and buildings in the District of Columbia

and uses valuable city services, yet it pays no taxes. The majority of the, city's land

much of it federally owned cannot be taxed. To rectify matters, the federal

government had agreed from 1878 to 1923 to pay half of the city's expenses: Since then

funding has vacillated with each turn of the fiscal and political screw. The average

payment in post-World War
133/budgets has been below 15 percent. Although the

a
federal payment is not specifically earmarked for education,,total city revenues depend

o

upon its size. Thus, studies of school finance have called repeatedly for its increase.

The Strayer Report of 1949, for example, called for the fgderal payment to be

increased to a more equitable level: It cited the value of federal property in the

District and the burdens imposed upon local government by the federal

government. 134/ A major fiscal study of the schools produced by the D.C. Citizens

for Better Public Education in 1971 trotted out the same arguments yet another time,

noting that more than half of the city's taxable land and buildings, worth over $4.4

billion in total assessed value, was then going wasted as far as tax purposes were

concerned. 135/
,

133/ For a chart indicating percentage of federal payment, 194?-1968, see Pasiow,
Toward Creating A- Model Urban School System, p. 247.

134/ Strayer, The Report of a Survey of the Public Schools, see Chapter XV, pp. 950

968.

135/ Financing the D.C. Public Schools, p. 44. See, especially, Table 3, a list of act
and potential tax revenues.
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This report cited five possible justifications for the size of the federal payment:

1) as reimbursement for the many exemptions to property, business and
personal income taxes;

2) as payment for services rendered by the city to the federal govern-
ment;

3) as payment for services rendered to visitors from the entire nation;

as revenues in lieu of the share of state funds the city would receive
if it were located in a state; and

.5) as funds necessary to fill the gap between the city's revenues and its
actual needs.

The report found thatlithe only justifiable formula is one in which the Federal

government accepts the responsibility for making up tie difference betvieen the city's

revenues and its needs." 136/

Home rule radically adjusted this issue. The ma or was required by Section 501(b)

of the home rule act to provide an annual proposarfor he federal payment, including in

the statement detailed analysis of at least nine specified factors relating to the cost of

the federal presence. The issue remains in the political arena, tiowever.

B. Special Fund -

School advocates have also pro

be develOped. Long-range planning depe

that a special source 'of revenue Tor schools

upon the predictability of fundsand hence,

such a device. This idea has also witnessed a long and colorful history.. From its

inception the school system was funded in part by "sin taxes"; the theory

136/ Ibid., pp. 48-49

The report said that there was an increasing amountof city and.brivate land
going over to the federal government's use the Kennedy Center and
the Pennsylvania Avenue Plan); in addition, private, taxpayers were leaving
town. Thus, the idea of ,figuring the federal payment on a base of the taxes
already being collected might prove to be a costly error.
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was labeled uthe homeopathic principle of similia similibus-curantur, curing a social evil

137/
with a social evil," by an,earlg school Superintendent, J. Ormand Wilson. Half of

the funds came from the si taxes (taxes on Slaves, billiards, theatre, liquors, dogs, and

licenses for carriages and hacks) and half of the funds came from the efforts of three

city Councilmen who begged for the money. In the first collection, Thomas Jef4rson,

nominally president of the school board whileoalso serving as President of the United

States, gave the most .$200. Others gave quite a lot James Madison, Thomas

Corcoran, Robert Brent (Mayor of the city) and Justice William. Cranch. Some gave

below the $3 level. 138/--.

This "special fund" did not satisfy the growing needs of the school population.

Thus, a lottery was proposed by fourteen joint resolutions of Congress between 1812 and.

1828, with the proceeds to go the public schools. The money generated from these

sources, which was invested over the years, became known as the "school fund." It was

in existence threugh much of the century, disappearing only with the arrival of local

autonomy under the territorial government.

Then, in 1858, a specific school tax was levied. Independent taxing authority is

still in use in most American jurisdidtions, but it disappeared quickly in Washington.
;

Enlightened_ nineteenth century men such as Rep. Chipman called for a special tax to be

approved but no sp'ecial fund of any sort was created by the 1906 Organic Law on

'education.

137/ Harry OrEtin Hine, '"Public Education in the District, 1805-1928," p. 7. He is
quoting the late J. Ormond Wilson, Superintendent of Schools, who wrote an
excellent history of the early D.C. schools.

138/ Star, June 22, 1947.
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The idea of special taxes has come up repeatedly during the twentieth century.

The District Congress of Parents and Teachers, plotting ways of giving the school
ti

system a revenue source which could not be tapped by the Commissioners, lighted upon
Eft

the old idea of a.sales tax. 1.19-/

The sales tax had been suggested by U.S. Senator Henry, C. Dworshak in the late

forties. "I can't understand why District leaders can't Come up with a sales tax or

something to take care of minimum* educational requirements," he said. 140/ A sales

,tax was enacted, but the funds were not specifically set aside for the schools.

By 1967, there was great support for the idea of a tax, and the Passow Report"

recommended a special tax.on commuters for the schools. The idea never made it past

Congress. In faCt, the home rule legislation specifically forbade such a tax.

The Commissioners continually rejected suggesti4s that it special fund or tax be

designated for the schools. They went on record against it, complaining that special

funds for highways, sewers and water were enough. Thus, the idea was proposed in 1955
.

by the White House Conference on Education. The Chairman of the White House panel.
was quoted as saying that "we felt probably the only ho we have is a separate school

fund:" His committee had also proposed selling outdated ool buildingsqo create a..

revolving fund for site purchase. Although he said that the Commissioners should retain-

all supervising rights over the budget of the schools, they came out in opposition to the

idea .anyway,, arguing that "it would.further hamstring the Commissioners." 1411.idea

139/' Post, October 12, 1955, Another possibility was raising parking meter rates;
arioTher would be requiring those who claim oitt7of-state residence to avoid D.C.
income tax to pay tuition for their children in D-.-C. schools. All these ideas had
been suggested before; none of them ever got through diongress.

140/ Post, July 16, 1947.

141A Star, November 15, 1955.
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Over the years the special fund or tax has been seen as the fiscal instrument of

choice by many observers of Washington's school finances, and it still remains an

important option.

C. Borrowing money and floating loans

1$o stggestion for special'sehool financing has received more attention historically

than proposals for special borrowing authority. Turn to any year of the present century

.i.nwhich a major construction drive was underway and yob will find school leaders

demanding interest-free loans and the abandonment of "pay-as-you-go."' A typical

quote: "1 think we should finance our co'nstruction on a loan basis rather than on a

current revenue basis. These buildings will last from 40 to 50 years. Why should we put

the cost of it all upon the taxpayers for one or two yeE(rs when the buildings will be used

for two generations?" 142/ The year was 1947, the speaker -a top_ school fficer. It

might have been any D.C. spokesman, any year.

Each time the issue was brought up, knowledgeable observers pointed out that

construction costs rose. With all the money in hand, s g oject could be completed on

time and within budget. But since the school systeni ha .to rely upon ConOessiondl

authorization and then appropriation on a year-by-year basis, the prdject often \ecame

almost unworkable. This retarded the proper growth of the school system more: than

any other financial limitation throughout the years.

142/ Post, September 21, 1947. See, also, "Long-Range Loan to Build Schools Sough :\
ITV-as-You-Go' system is called 'Fiscal Nonsense' at Budget Debate," Post,
October 4, 1956.
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During the late fifties, Senator Wayne Morse of Oregon repeatedly called hearings

on the matter. One such hearing was held in June of 1957, for example, and the

Treasury announced ahead'of time that it was oppOsed to any loan to the D.C. schools.

So the Star wrote that the chanCes of the city's borrowing_ money for public school

construction were thus "dead" for the year. The Treasury had used as. an excuse the old

canard that if -they didn't oppose it, the Commissioners or the Bureau of the Budget

would. The Star however, threw in with Senator Morse, agreeing "that there should be

such an authorization. We are undoubtedly facing the need for heavy outlays in school

construction, and it is sound to spread the cost of such outlays over the years rather

thim continue on a pay-as-you-go basis that places too great a burden on current

revenue." 143/

In 1962, Superintendent Hansen tried to push the idea, calling for a $120 million

interest-free loan to finance school construction over six years. He asked the Treasury

to supply the cash and told the public that school building demands were simply too
,

great to be met on a "pay-as-you-go" basis. Advances of federal money were given for

the purchase of parklands, he said, so why not for 144/
schools? As the House piled

insult upon injury during its annual review of the school budget, the Post 'wag moved to

eloquent support of the interest-free loan idea. 145/

Under P.L. 85-451, the District government (it, rather than the school system, had

always undertaken the actual construction projects) was authorized to borrow up to

$i75 million from the Treasury for construction purposes. However, Congress

restricted the total the District 'could obtain to the amount at which principal and

Yfte,

143/ Star, June 9, 1957. See, also, Post, June 4, 1956 (editorial) and May 4, 1957.

144/ Post, May 11, 1962.

145/, Post, June 22, 1962; ,July 5, 1962.
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A
may issue negotiable notes if appropriations from revenues fall short of the estimates.

interest repayments did not exceed six percent (later nine percent) of general revenues.

The actual expenditure of the borrowed funds had to be approved by the Congressional

appropriations committees. Also, the loans came with an interest rate from the

Treasury which was considerably higher than that charged to some other city school

districts. By the _late sixties, therefore, fully -two- thirds of the cost of capital outlay

was still coming from the current revenue fundsi noted the Passow Report, "no other

city follows such an extreme 'pay-as-you-go' policy." And, on top of the inability to

borrow money, the schools like the city lacked the right to issue revenue-producing

general obligation bonds.

The Self-Government Act, properly styled "The District, of Columbia Self-

Govenment and Governmental Reorganization Act," which brought partial home rule in

1975, significantly changed the situation regarding borrowing and the issuance of bonds.

Although the city Council was not given general authority to borrow money, the

District was enabled to issue bonds and to incur certain types of both'short- and long-

term indebtedness in place of the former capital project loans. The city Council today
fr

Under certain circumstances the city Council may issue general obligation bonds and

revenue bonds. The provisions dealing with these areas are complex. However, general

obligation bonds may be issued for school construction and other capital projects

meeting certain requirements. At the discretion of the city Council, general obligation

bonds may be,submitted to the voters for approval. 146/

146/ For a full discussion of fiscal matters under limited home rule, see an excellent
article by J.I. Newman and J.B. DePuy, "Bringihg Democracy to the Nation's Last
Colony: The District of Columbia Self-Government Act," in The American
University Law Review, Vol. 24, No. 3,' Spring, 1975, pp. 537-747.. The proper
citation for the act itself is Public Law 93-198, 87 Stat. 774 (1973).
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D. Federal grants-in-aid

During the years follb"wing the New Deal, many Washingtonians concerned with

public education sought federal grants-in-aid for the schools. In the public mind this

was a confusing topic, since the federal government was already involved in D.C..

finances. However, many sought to gain inclusion for the District, as if it, were a state,

in federal grant programs. That they were successful is proven by the fact that as of

March 1981, federal programs accounted for an overall expenditure of nearly $52

million, roughly 17 percent of the system's total, operating budget. Federal funds are

granted for projects involving the economically disadvantaged, handicapped students,

library resources, research activities, dropout prevention, bilingual education,

specialized learning equipment, guidance services, staff development, vocational

education, innovation in educational techniques, reading projects, and strengthening the

"state" department of education, among other purposes. 147/

To get on the bandwagon was no easy task. Staff Study Number 15 of the

President's Advisory Committee on Education went into the problem in 1938. At the

time most of the federal grant programs excruded the District. Yet, said the report, Eit

least three reasons underlay their argument that the District should be included in all

federal grant programs. 'First, residents of the District pay taxes° to the federal

government and should be given aid according to their needs. Second,'if a program of

general federal aid were created, the District would benefit from the federal advisory

role which would accompany such aid. Third, ties between the public schobl system and

the U.S. Office of Education would be mutually beneficial. In the committee's opinion

public education in the District should be "regarded as a part of public education in the

Nation, not as something apart." 148/

147/ An Introduction to the School System 1980-1981 (Washington: 'p.c. Public
schools, March 1981), p. 13. Also, Data Resource nook 1980-1981 (Washington:
D.C. Public Schools, February, 1981), pp. 17-26.

..-}148/ Staff Study Number 15, pp. 86-93.,
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The arguments were heard repeatedly over the years, particularly after the

Second World War, as federal grants began to pick up real significance in municipal and

state budgets. The-Committee on Finance of the White House Conference on Education

in 1955 recommended that something vbe done about the problem; D.C. was not

receiving as high a percentage of tax dollars as it-would be entitled to if it were given

the same consideration ,states were. The government, wrote the committee, is treating

the District poorly, depriving the jurisdiction of a high potential income. Certainly, the

District had the right to normal participation in legislation concerning federal aid to

eduLtion. 149/

With the vast rise in education grants following President Johnson's first year in

office, the District was finally allowed in the door. President Johnson himself went on

record in support, maintaining that federal money awarded for categorical purposes

must be regarded as above and unrelated to the funds already provided in the regular

budget. 1.5-21 From there on in, the District was given an equal right to compete for

grants and to be awarded the formula grants on a fair basis.

149/ The District of Columbia Study, pp. 97-conclusion. But see "Budget Bureau Bars
D.C. From President's School Aid Program," Post, February 11, 1955, and "HEW
Defends Exclusion of D.C. from School Aid," Post, February 15, 1955.

150/ "Full Strength Budget Sent to Hill," Post, no date, Washingtoniana files, D.C.
Public Library;

as
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E. Impact Aid

A specific program which was always of interest to the District is the impact (or

impacted) aid program, monies allocated to localities affected by a major federal

presence. The issue was hi ghted particularly af ter the New Deal brought thousands

of new residents to Washington. For the 'schools to be, fair to the children they now had

to serve, appropriations would be necessary. Many of the parents, however, were not

taxed as District residents; thus their children were in school with no money to back up

their attendance. With the coming of the war, the situation became yet more acute,

especially in Anacostia where many federal .employees were housed. Congress came

through in late 1941 with a supplemental appropriation for over half a million dollars to

cover costs of constructing school buildings in the Southeast for the defense workers.

By the end of the war, the prospects of a baby boom were frightening education finance

experts unless a significant impact aid program was forthcoming,. the District would be

in severe trouble.

After the war the Strayer Report pointed out the terrible inequity the federal

presence> brought to the District's schools. As recently as the early sixties, however,
)1 \...

Oongress still would not go along with the inclusion of the District in what was fast

becoming the biggest give-away the Congress had in its eduction porkbarrel. In 1961

,fa' example, the Congress rebelled against the suggestion that D.C. be allowed to

participate in the impact aid program (now knolim as P.L. 81-815 and P.L. 81-874) and

the entire D.C. revenue bill was held up because of the issue. "The children will pay the

cost of this action," snapped a most unhappy Superintendent Hansen. 151/

151/ Post, September 26, 1961.
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They District was specifically excluded from the program time and time again.

Interestingly, it was excluded in 1963'by Dembcrats, while the Republicans fought for

it. 'Demograts argued that federal funds merged Into' the general city budget could not

be traced to the schools and that the amendment would be lost in a floor battle. A

fight over integration, ironically, also helped to nix the idea. -152/--

With the arrival ofpthe Great Society, however, D.C.'s unes changed. In 1964

the rules were relaxed by Congress, and the D %trict became eligible for both impact

aid and the National Defense Education Act. 12-1/ The first year saw $5 million rolling

in from these ,twb sources. Surprisingly, within two years, the Passow reporters were

finding that the District schools were not fully utilizing the resources offered by
154/NDEA.

Today it seems inconceivableithat the District which, perhaps more than almost

every other jurisdiction in America has always been entitled to "impact aid" support

, was ever deprived of this source of revenue.

a

'152/ Star, June 28, 1963.
153/ Star, December 11, 1964.

154/ Passow, Toward Creating a Modern Urban Schoolystem, p. 249.

ES
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- VIII. 'Two Special Problems

A. Nonresident Tuition -,<
Another recurring issue over the years with unique relevance for the District of

Columbia has been that of tuition for nonresidents. Since "contraband" individuals first
,

',arrived in the District from less friendly neighboring settings, the District sought to

serve all children of school age. In the late 1860s the school board publicized the fact

that well over a third of all pupils attending the D.C. public schools were the children

of government employees. Syeb parents were non-taxed and did not contribute to the
. t.

city and therefore to the finances of the schools; "in a city of 20,073 faMilies, 10,050

taxpayers were bearing the cost of educating the children of temporary non-taxpaying

residents." 24/

The 1938 advisory committee report discussed in depth the problem of free

education for nonresidents. The cost of free instruction for children of nonresidents

who were paying no taxes hovered between three hundred and four hundred thousand

dollars. Such children ought to be asked to pay at least some tuition, the Committee

thought. 156/

Whenever the question arose in Congivs, those with a vested: interest saw that

nothing happen wto change the status quo. Particularly concerned were those

Congressmen r senting nearby Virginia and Maryland constituencies and thOse wbo

had children in the D.C. schools. For example, in 1942 the Senate cut out those

prOVisions of the budget which called for Maryland residents to pay tuition for

attendance at D.C. schools; over a quarter of a million dollars could have been

recouped. 157/
.09...6""b'.

155/ Green, Washington,, p. 307. She is quoting from the 22nd annual Report of the
School Trustees, written in 1867.

156/ Staff Study Number 15, pp. 84-85.

157/ Star, May 5, 1942.

x
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The issue was endlessly noted in the newspapers during and after the war years. A

glance through the tremendously-informative index of the Washington Star, in partic-

ular, will show a huge number of articles devoted to the controversy over this subject.

The District obtained the right to charge tuition for nonresidents, but very shortly
Ato

after, the issue changed tone. No longer was it Marylanders who were the target.

Prejudiced Congressmen sought to ferret out children dwelling in the District .whose

parents were living out-of-state. There was a question of proving residency. Superin-

tendent Hansen objected publicly when Representative Joel Broyhill, a Republican from

suburban Virginia who was never particularly popular in the city, called for legislation

to require all D.C. parents to swear an oath that they lived in the District. This would

cause much harm to District parents, Dr. Hansen said, since they would have to pay for

notary publics to do their swearing. 158/ Thoughtful residents realized that it was

really a question of semi-official "guardians" 'withwhom children were placed, and some

pointed out that minority bla children, perhaps unwelcome elsewhere, were escaping

from bigoted environments by studying in the city. Was this all bad?

Current rules and procedures adopted by the Board of Education in general

effectiirely assure the collection of annually-established nonresident tuition fees for

those children dwelling 'outside of the District who are permitted to attend public

schools.

fB. Teacher Salaries

'This has been another issue which has been of enduring importance to---those

concerned ,With educational finance in the District of Columbia. Congress has long

involved itself in this matter.

158/ Star, June 19, 1959.
4
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The early salaries paid to teachers were low. The first teacher earned $500 -per

year In the 1840s teacher salaries ranged from $300 to $900 (for principals). 151/

Later in the century, there were recurrent occasions during which teachers were left

without pay for months. In fact, .the delay in paying teachers was one of the

precipitating factors which led to the 'abolition of home rule in the District in the

. 1870s. 160/

Salaries did not begin to approach acceptable standards until well after the

enactment of the 1906 reorganization. Attention focused on teacher salaries during the

Great Depression. In June of 1933 the Board of Edtication had been forced to agree to a
4

budget which contained $90,000 less than was allocated in the previous year for the

salaries of teachers and librarians. The Board worked out a system for paying teachers.

Those who reached age'70 were retired andthere was a cut of 15 percent in pay, but

the school system was able to save its teachers from reduction in force. 161/ The moves

were Herculean and much appreciated by the city's press. "Unknown to thousands of

children who will enter classrooms on this day [1933] , school officials have devoted the

summer in planning to operate the school system on a reduced budget of more than $4

million [i.e., the cut] without dismissing teachers. That is the noble experiment which

Superintendent Frank W. Ballou and his assistants are confident will be successful." 162/

After World War II, teacher salaries became a major issue in the city's politics.

Almost every year, the issue arose. It was particularly suited for such treatment, since

it was the Congress which had to vote increases in teacher salaries. The 1955 White
1

159/ Green, Washington, p. 214.

160/ Ibid., p. 357........
+ 161/ Star, June 15, 1933:

162/ Fost, September 10, 1933.
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House -Conference report criticized the District's low teacher salaries. The teachers

union arose; with it came the threat of strikes, and strikes themselves. Public

sentiment concerning teacher salaries seemed to shift in the seventies. By 1976, the Ilk

idea of teacher pay raises was not received well in the city. That year the leading

4
black newspaper, thA1e Afro-American, wrote that talk of granting teachers cost of living

increases similar to those granted to police and firemen was striking "fear in the

hearts" of some Board of Education members. Yet programs were being cut and the

newspaper favored more funding: "... quality education pays off for the educators as

well as the educated. In the long run, everybody benefits." 163/ Today, public support
e

for teacher salary raises is f less vocal than in years gone by; perhaps, however, it is

less hostile now than it was hve years ago.

qt.

44C

1631 Afro-American, February 7, 1976, "Education Must be a Budget Priority"
(editorial), aned,column by R.C.. Newell, "Budget Cuts."
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IX. The Budget Process

There have been three major recurring themes in the budget prpcess:

participation by the public in budget development; budget. format; and allegations of

budget mismanagement.

A. Public Participation in Budget-Making

For years the question of public participation in the formulation of the school

budget has arisen. In 1934 citizens protested that the "star chamber" policy of the

Board of Education had to be changed. School estimates should be made public prior to

their forwarding to the District Commissioners, they said. 164/
1".

In 1938 the superintendent publicly announced moves to assure "more systematic

cooperation between citizens' organizations and the Board In preparing the .major

budget items." The public was to have the opportunity to perform a "thorough-going

evaluation" of the budget items before they were placed in the budget. 165/

The Strayer Report complained about the lack of public participation in the

process. "The channels for the expression of public opinion on school affairs are devious

and uncertain."-166/

164/ Post, May 25, 1934.

165/ Post, November 3, 1938;

Dr. )3 allou was always trying. Thus, an interesting guest column by Dr. Ballou was
run on April 30, 1939, in .the old- Times-Herald. Dr. Ballou spoke on the virtually
continuous process of the budget and askedlor citizen participation. He described
the plan which would make the system work. The same appeal was heard again
and again in D.C. history. Very frequently leaders have called for public
participation; just as frequently, howev hey have complained that public
appeals do not seem to work. There would be a quiescent period, and then a new
school leader would announce, as a major innovation, new methods for the public
to participate in the school budget process. (Of course, there have also been a
series of charges against "star chamber" budget-making, too. And attorneys have
sought to discover whether or not the public could be allowed in to the key Board
of Education budget decision-making sessions.)

166/ Strayer, The Report of a Survey of the Public Schools of the District of Columbia,
p. 952.
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Yet, in 1953 the Board again announced, as "precedent-breaking policy," a system

by which citizens would be given an opportunity to look at the proposed budget before it

went to the Commissioners. A public hearing would be held to get citizen response and

suggestions. An opinion of the Corporation Counsel held the policy legal. 167/ As in
ts

the past the Commissioners were unhappy with the -policy,,it was reported, because of

all city agencies, only the schools would be releasing their budget prior to giving the

Commissioners a whack at it. ,

4...-

Following the Passow Report, the Executive Study Group proposed th)t the public

be more closely involved in the budget process. -1-61/ Then, the city could expect

distinguished Washingtonians to lobby for the budget on Capitol Hill. When activist

Julius Hobson won a seat on the first elected Board of Education, he repeatedly brought

up the issue of public participation. Offered a scheme, he turned it down, remarking'

that "I would be wary about kidding the community about their participation. It would

be dishonest to hear their comments and then ignore them." 169/

And in 1969 the school announced that a new procedure, involving "grass roots"

participation, would be instituted, with community representatives sitting in on the

development of local school budgets. ai This was under Superintendent Manning.

Under Superintendent Sizemore, the point was repeated, as she made public participa-

tion a major part of her "PACTS" program. In her move to decentralize the school

system, the element of public participation was omnipresent. By the time of the Barry

mayoralty, public participation came to mean community resistance to the closing of

schools.

167( Star, July 16,1953.
168/ Resorts of the Executive Study Group For A Model Urban School for the District

o um la as ington: D. .

169/ Star, December 6, 1968; Post,
Wients Get Another Chance to

ub is ools, , p. 1 .
,ftiN

August 30, 1969, column by Herbert H. Denton,
Air School Budget Views."

c
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, Washingtonians traditionally have taken school bu,dget beefs to Capitol Hill. On

numerous occasions, they have marched and demonstrated outside the House of

Representatives and, on occasion, in front of the U.S. Senate.

Although the issue of public participation is central to budget malting and it has

undulated its way through Washington's education finance history, it_ should be noted
-

that public meetings on education over the years always seemed to,,atfract the same

individuals: PTA leaders,, concerned parents and teachers, "good government" citizens,

dissaffected "radical" leaders, and a few others. On occasion Board members

complained that (a) few citizens attended the public sessions and (b) thoseoho did often

had a professional stake in attacking the Board members rather than in suggesting

budget improvements.

B. Budget format

Over the years, too, there has often been a question of the tome in which the

budgets are prepared, and of the ability of concerned persons (either in the comm ity

at large or on the city Council, in the Mayor's office, or in the Commissioners' off

)a understand the documents.

Thus, a major conflict over how mdctwes actually being spent erupted in the late

twenties. The kernel of the dispute was the format in which the five-year binding

program was laid out. gepresentktive Simmons of Nebraska, then chairRan o the

District subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee, disputed a claim by the

D.C. Chamber of Commerce concerning unexpended balances in the construction

campaign. 171/ The late Julius Hobson made the point repeatedly. Thus, "We are

171/ Star, April 28, 1979.
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functioning in a realm of ignorance. We don't know what we want, we don't know. what

172/we have ... and we don't know where we arefinancially." And, Hobson criticized

plans for "being too. technical and too difficult for board and community members to--`

understand and discuss." 173/
Once he complained, "I'm not even sure I understand what

'capital outlay' means.... [I could not suggest changes in] a budget of million§ of dollars

until it's been explained to us. 174/

C. Financial Mismanagement

Policy makers might be startled to find that the accusations of mismanagement of

funds by "politicans and "education bureaucrats" associated with. the school system are

relatively recent. There was, of course, widespread discontent during the territorial

period of thre 1870s. There were also constant complaints during the days of

segregation concerning the misallocation of funds between divisions.

f4"

:Throughout the years the mass media in Washington almost invariably responded

with favor to requests for increases by the school system. There are countless

examples of this wall of support. The bricks began to tumble, however, in the early

1970s. The significant social agitation, begun in the sixties, was then on the wane:

Three eventsprecipiiated the crisis.

0.,

The D.C. Citizens for Better Public Educaticc, Inc., published a booklet on

finance and the public schools. This booklet, which-4as reviewed in the press and

elsewhere highlighted a number of serious fiscal management problems. Irjadequate

records Had been fou.nd of the school offices, preventing full understanding of the

172/ Daily News, September 4,.1969.

173/ Post,_ September! 25, 1969.

174/ Post, March 24, 1969. -
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4
financial operations of the schools. There was terrible bureaucratic confusiOn, which

added to the "mess downtown,".and city residents' had been woefully ill-informed on

basic data concerning the schools and their budgets. The report was not the first to

detail failings in the fiscal area (certainly the Strayer and Passow Reports had done

that, too), but it was the first time this theme was picked up in public.

The report also listed other negative facts about the school system. There had

been a rise in the number of dropouts and truants, and a tall in reading scores and draft

exams. In addition, the report said, that since for many years only the increments had

been-prepared in detail, the base budget was carriedover from year to year without

review; thus, no one had really examined what was, going on in the school system's

budget. 175/

This study was the first to focus on the fiscal mismanagement problems of the

schools so Powerfully and to receive such widespread attention. The mismanagement

message came through in the press. 17.6/

.

Also in 1971, the District learned that the federal government had accused the
})

schools of misspending a federal grant. The Board immediately slapped a freeze on any

further commits ,tent of funds until the spending purposes were thoroughly reviewed, but

the public was aroused. The federal government announced that it wanted some of its

money back. The District had taken Title I money, designated to supplement regular

spending in the city's lowest income schools, and there was "no rhyme or reason to some

of the spending."

The Star, in an editorial titled "Out of Control," queried, "Was anyone really in

control of these expenditures?" The question of accountability had t irmly pinned

175/ Financing the D.C. Public Schools, p. 7. See, moo, pp. 16-.18'.

176/ "School Chaos," Star, September 27, 1971; "School Budget Hit By Citizen'Report,"
Star,,October 19717i1.
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down. Perhaps a joint,effort by the Board of Education and Superintendent Scott would

locate the cause. 17.7/

C
In Congress'Senator Thomas Eagleton of the District Committee wrote a letter,

co-signed by Senator Daniel K. Inouye, Chairman of the D.C. Subcommittee of the

Appropriations .Committee, calling for a GAO audit on expenditure bf funds by the
.,

schools. ...

Later, it developed that six states and the District had all been charged with

irregularities and were all refusing to repay the money. The District said that

reimbursement, to the federal government, even if the money was misspent, would only

"deprive the very children" the money was intended to help. rif
The _public remembered the scandal, not the feet that other states were als9

. . -
'accused. Moreover, the issue was all tangled up in D.C. with the Hobson II victory and

the subsequent mandate to equalize school spending. Developments were coming hot

d heavy; inevitable was the creation of the image of evil and incompetent bnreau-

crats wasting taxpayers' money.

As the city was adjusting to the federal charges and the allegations of Financing

the D.C. Public Schools, the newspapers carried the fact the Dr. Hugh Scott's chauffeur

was earning more than his teachers, were: Students of Washingtonians know that the

mismanagement claims against the so-called."Feather Duster" legislature were unfair.

179/ A review of this period inevitably leads to a similar conclusion.

But the 1971-1972 fiscal event that was to transform Washington's media and, no

doubt, the general public, from supporters of the schools. to opponents was just now

getting ready.to burst-upon the stage of histOry.

177/ Star, July 24, 1p71.

178/ Daily News, October 16, 1971.

179/ Green, Washington, p:361.
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An ominous note sounded late in 1971 but went almost unnoticed. Jongress did

not act on the FY 1972 budget until December 15. The fiscal year wits about half "over.

The school system had anticipated an allocation of $146 million and had been spending

at that level; Congress only vote() a budget of $141` million.- Because of the
. . ,

overspending, the school$clearly were going to generate: 0.1least a $3onillion deficit,
.

44.assuming they could immediately back pedal.

8. -
All this was totally understandable, but the public was not in a reaspringinood.

CP'

.
. . , ... . .

As the new school board under ',Marion Barry was,;beginning its work, the
_ .

0
Superintendent told the Board that he was seeking to prevent the $3 million deficit; he

.-

lacked the funds ;to pay 379 e. A freeie on hiring,haci,,aelb'e imposed; 40 positions
.--.. i

in specifeeducation, althougl% authorized by Congress, being eliminated, and
. .....

another 154 personnel positions .had to go, as well. On January 13, 1972, he

announced that the schools were in the "untenableposytion of not being able to prevent

a deficit." The Superintqldent, saying that he was

fiscal control and inadequate staffing

by his administration had fectle,:overspending during the plst two years by nearp

up,"indicated that lack of

ng with a "bad management system" inherited
.

:f

$130,000.: SPendine. woVi'd be -out backtoe the rest of the 'year. 1481/

. . C .
. . .. :.

.- ,, : 2. ar. .....
.. .... --. / ..

Pr. Scott asked:the Mayorrfoli:Oilid.e.belp,arid Mayor Wishingtbn appointed a four
:

-

. ' :,
-

personpkforce ftdp the City's budget 'and accounting office. Studiei wdid be"xlone
' 1

.... .
, ... ' 6f:tiie-schopliii financial..financial.. sktuatiOn. "Renr.i0ef: you heardit from the Superintendent

- e,

. -,. _ fiys{;! i.eraarked Die. gcott, indicatifikthat he thought the pi.ess would focus upon budget

--- :
----

-"*--
.r..

z
;

., Vii_3e4.4ifilie`ickOqis:Sla/'.:
" ..- . . ,. -. --...: _ . , -:s. ; .

glai--;lanuary:I.,1972: , .
f

1,-- invt-ttiit desitgrild$-;-1.972.
- .

.." ' -

.
,. :;,-
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Assistance came from a shocked Senator Inouye, who promised. to do what he

could to help resolve the problem. And the Chairman of the (still appointed) D.C. City

Council, Republican Gilbert Hahn, asked the school Superintendent to airtend the city

Council's education committee blaring the next week.
I

The Superintendent failed to show up. Later it develoed that he had received a

letter from the Board saying that he "was not autlierized to attend the hearing because
0

he was not given formal =lief." Angered, the Council decided to subpoena the

Superintendent. Headlines 'blazed.13/ A report had surfaced; it said-that the U.S.

Office of Educatiod had concluded that D.C. procedures for keeping_ track of spending

were fragmentary and that "the potential [exists] for a brelakdown'in fiscal control."
,

In the meantime, the press was going to town on the deficit tory, noting that Tor D.C.

tojun deficits was illegal. Perpetrators who permitted it to happen "'are liable to

dismissal, tines or prison." 184/

The dam then burst. A member of the Board of Education charged publicly that

the Superintendent had been "less than candid' in his Jaivary 13 press\Afezence. He/ce
had gienthe public one figure on the deficit when he had known it was another. The

Board of Education had concluded that the real deficit was between $1.5 million anti; -$2

million. The Superintendent had claimed Xe deficit as $255,000. Moreover, the irate

Board member charged, "someone iyund $1 million worth of purchase orders from 1971

in someone's drawer." 185/

.183/ Daily News, January 18, 1972. t,

184/ Post, January 11, 1972.

185/ Post, January 18, 1972 "Scott Assailed As Not Candid AbOut Deficit."
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With headlines screaming "Memo DetailsDeficit: Budget Plot Yhickens,". revised,

figures appeared daily. Some argued that the combined total 6f all the deficits was'
really $3 million, which the Congressional tardiness had brought on, plus over $2 million

from previous transgre§sions. The memo to which the headlines referred was written
4

two days before the press conference and contained all this information.

To the gathering noise the Superintendent responded that he did not "manufacture

figures." He had simply assumed the higher figures were wrong, the product of poor

bookkeeping. It now appeared that the schools had overrun their costs in FY 71 by

186/.$4.4 million, and those purchase orders for $1.5 million had been carried forward.

One concerned Senate staffer commented, "Let's face it. The school board is the

j. only elected body in the city and it would be a terrible setback for home rule if w.e

were forced to move in to straighten out their money problems." 187/

1

Then a report appeared indicating that there was no deficit at all. Another piece,

lengthy and sarcastic, came out, containing such lines as "Now watch my hands closely"

and accusing the Superintendent of "arithmetic amnesia." It said that the Board did not

know' how many employees it had. How could it determine whether costs per school had

been equalized? "As the purchase orders and vouchers pile up at [school

headquarters) , it is comforting to know that there is such a grand precedent..for, not

being able to find out what the hell is going on." 188/4

186/ Star, January 20, 1972. .

f87/ Ibid.

188/ D.C. Gazette, Frbruary 23, 1972 "The
George's Footsteps," by Sam Smith.
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Within months, the teachers union was demanding a 20 percent increase, the

budget expert who had released the bad news was fired, and the mass media were

demanding Dr. Scott's head. The newspap6rs humiliated the Superintendent, who was

quoted as saying that the budget workfrs ,bad become ill from overwork.
189/ It was

stated that no one could even tell whether the schools were bankrupt since a report

from the city's audit office had indicated that many school payroll records had been

destroyed.

Numbers began to fly about wildly, jobs were abolished, and a teachers strike
. ;

broke out. Then the GAO released its report; the District had not ed effective

funds control, it said, and the FY 1971 allotment was not "aligned wi the budget

approved by Congress." 190/ There was great incompetence in many budget areas and

there had been cost overruns.

Thus it was that the period from mid-1971 )hrough mid-1673 destroyed the school

system's ,credibility. Into the .public mind there swam the image of .a school system

unable to manage latge 'sums of money. As a result of the confluence of several forces

and events the publication of a number of reports, the development of a "deficit"

caused by tardy Congressional action, and the mistakes of an inexperienced Superinten-

dent the public found the schoolssystem's f fiancing process-es hardly credible. The

public was to remain hostile to the sy;stem,. and receptive to charges otthe mismanage-
.

ment of funds, for quite a hile. Today, the schools /are once again receivitng a

generally "good press."

- ,
. .

189/ Post; April 17, 1972.' .
aa .

190/ "Controls Over Funds Available to the D.C. Public Schools" ( ilashington: Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1972).
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X. Public Interest in Educational Finance

There has certainly been much controversy in the history of education finance in .

the District of Columbia. But what exactly has'been the extent of public interest in the

topic?

In an attempt to measure this interest, we studied the indices of the Washington

Star and the Washington Post over the past forty years. We measured entries under

many topics, including "Public Schools" and "Editftials: Public Schools." <The results of

our study will be pres,ented in detail in forthcoming material.

Although certain methodological impediments prohibit othey than tentate con-
%

elusions, it is clear that public interest in the schools rose dramatically in the early

fifties and declined precipitously in the early seventies. -Pertaps a reflection of the

well-known rule of cultural lag is present here, for a rise in appropriations followed a

rise in public interest and declig:i somewhat later. 191/

.

1 We then measured the entries (within, categories) which related to public school

finance. Surprisingly, there is almost a straight line rise in the public coverage Of this

topic .through to-. he present: There has been a steadily increasing percentage of

articlesidealing with education finance.
1

In sum, it is clear, that while public interest in the schools rose and fell

dramatically around the period of social 'ferment in the sixt,ies, interest in school

\finance has risen steadily and is now at an historic peak. ; /
°

* ,

191/ The idea of cultural lag (social changes follow(changes in the "material base") was
pioneered by the American sociologist and government official, William F.
Ogburn.

. j
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XI. Some Policy Implications

1. Ametican educational history has long been represented as a struggle between

equality and excellence. That struggle has been reflected in thee education finance

history qt` D.C. Since Hobson II, the public emphasis has been on equality of funding. Is

this pow changing? Further, race relations were long at the bottom of the conflict over

e\Itiity of funding. Is this still a relevant issue?

2. The haphazard nature of ethication finance in the District of Columbia was

long a hallmark of the school systern,anaaw greatest cause of its difficulti.. With the

advent, of limited home rule in 1975, Congress retained .the right to review school 41
.,-

budgets. The Mayor and the city .cottneil have the right to set the schools' finance

"benchmark" or budget ceiling. The schools have complete control over expenditpres.

Considering the- special history of the school system, is this the best possible

arrangement?

3. For years the .District Vffered from inadequate school funa,119 g? Today, the

perdentage of city budget spent on the schools is at a low point, and, compared with

other cities, per pupil costs are not excessive, particularly when the special nature of

de'District, a city-state, is considered. Is it the perception that the needs of the

schools in an age of diminishing enrollment are no longer as acute as they ogee were?

4. Construction has come, to an end. Schools are closing, not opening. The

,capital outlay-budget is a virtual relic of the past. Does the school system need to plan

today for future growth? What renovation costs might be assumed now? Further, for

over a ctntury the school system has acted after the fact. .Isr this the time to plan
I I

financing for future needs? How shall the Board determine which private organizations

- 82 -
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or public agencies should be entitled to rent-free use of vacant rooms or tolease or

outright purchase Of the buildings?

5. Governance squabbles have always been played out upon a screen of education

finance in the District of Columbia. Since partial home rule in 1975, however, funding
,

has been more steady and the arguments, while still highly visible, are less threatening

to the schools. Wi4 another issue take the place of education finance? Or, will

education finance return as a stage for the struggle between the District, as it seeks .

fuller "home rule," and the Congress?

6. Should not the District work to obtain a fixed, non-debatable formula for the

fedegal payment? It is on this funding base that much of education finance rests. Also,

should not an instrument be developed which would fill the coffers of the school system

directly; after 150 years finally bringing fiscal independence to the/schools of the

District? This, would enable the long-range planning without which prudent growth

canna occur.

7, Now that more than a decade has pasted since the fiscal turmoil of 1971-1972,
)is it not time for a lame -scale public relations campaign, the aim of which would be to

,at

educate Washingtonians about education's financial, needs? The popularity of both
,

.
Superintendent Vincent Reed and Superintendent Floretta,McKenzie provides the ideal,

,
vehicle for such a drive.
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APPENDIX I

D.C. Budget Expenditures by Categories
for Fiscal Year 1981 (millions)

Operating Budget

Category of Service. Appropriated
Funds

Human Support Services

/Subtotal

Public Education

Department of Human Resources 294

Department of Labor
D.C. General Hospital
Department of Recreation
Office for the Aging
Others

16

30
23
3

12

378

Federal Grants and
Reimbursements

Capital
. Program

rural
Funds Positions

196 1 491 7,509

71 4 87 804
32. 9. 71 2,506
2 25 997

3 5 11 32
12 88

304 15 697 11,938

D.C. Public School System
University of the District of ()tumble 53

Public Libraries
1Others

46''
9

I

Subtotal 343-

Public Scit and Justice

Metropo n Police Department 162

Depo ant of Corrections 58

Fir: 'apartment 60

D.C. Courts . 30
Others 8

Subtotal 320
,--,,,

Transportation

Department of Transportation 33
Washington Metropctiltan Area Transit 74

Others 5

Subtotal .112

Environmental Services and
Supply 84

Governmental Direction and
Support

,,

4'

D.C. Council 4

o.b.'Mayor .- 1

Deportment of Finonee and Revenue 14

Deportment of General Services 24

Others' . .34

55

2
1

1

4

4

_

:-

e 1

Subtotal 72 1

Economic Developm ent and
Regulation

D.C. Deportment of Housing and
Community Development 414 62

Others 12 3 -

Subtotal 26 65

Debt Service 134 j

Personal Services

.7"-- -324-11;759
r abii? 1,605

. 11 , :475
2 134

399 13,973

8 174 4,649

10 69 1,903'
3 63 1,585

30 . 1,025

9 336

21 345 9,498

62 99 971

20 94
5

_...82 198 ' 971

41 132 1,743

4 148

1 i
- 14 578

20 44 611

35 1,157

20 98 2,495

(;--

31 107 1,009

28 43 6801

59 150 1660

134 ,
29 -

TOTALS 1,503 441 239 2,181 42,285

Source: Kn the District of Columbia.(Washington: D,C. I,ea en Voters

EducationaLania,_19N P. 59.
() ()
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APPENDIX III-A

Budget estimates and appropriations, District of Columbia school
system for fiscal years 1944 to 1p50

Approved Approved a __, ,,, 8upple TotalBoard of by D. C. by U. B. ".131,Try" mental ap amountYear god Function Education commis. Bureau of prowls- appro-estimates Congressstoners ° Budget tiqps pristed-

_-
1944 .

Operatfag expenses 812, 603, 61.5 12,30/, 818 812, 2I1, 898 $12, 202, 988 8216, 000 $13,119, 888Capital outlay 915,000, 528,000 528,000. 528,000 528,000

Total 13, 518, 615 12, 918, 018 12.799,12,799,698 12, 730, 988 916, 900 .13,647, ess

145
Operating expenses 13, 836. 714 13, 711, 260 13,711. 260 13, 497, 096 13, 497, 096
Capital outlay 1, 886,080 867, 580 667, 580 1, 029,174 417, 500 1, 446, 674

Total 15, 722, 794 14, 578.840 14, 578,840 14, 526, 270 417,600 14, 94.i, 770

1048
Operatlug expenses 13,942,780 12, 732, CO3 12, 732, COO 1 .12,578,300 1, 829, 300 14, 407, 600
Capital outlay 5, 281,100 2.162, 900 2,162. KO 2, 401, 060 '5,7, 000 2,458,060

Total 18,213,850 14, 894.900 14,8K 900° 14, 919, ato 1,888,300 16, 865, 660

1947 ,
8alriatatinoliapyenses 14t15g: 665 14: re:100 14,960,100 11:' 037: 972 1, 931,0801. la 969: rj

Total. 21,'646,145 19, 486,100 19. 486,100 17, 821, 352 1, 931, 030' 19, 74432

1945
Operating expenses 17,145, 1 i 17, 372, 400 li, 372, 400 10, 764, 420 19,764,420
Capital outlay % 8, 569, I I I 2,123, COO 2, 123,600 4, 263, 230 4, 269, 230

TotaL 25, 714, 500 I9, 495, 400 19, 495, 400 24,00, 650 24, 033, 650

. 1040
Operstb3g exPenSiss 20, 763, COO 20, 206, 900 20, 206, 900 20,037, 000 20, 037, COO
Capital outlay 11, 600, COO 4,833, 283 4, ittl, 233 4.965,683 4, 965, 683

Total 32,363, COO 25, 040,183 25, 040,183 25,102, 682 26, 162,683

1960
Operating comm. 21 ,164, 800 20,843, 203 20, 843, 200 . (9 (9 (9
Capital outlay 2,681,460 2,480,250 2,480, 250

23, 746, 250 23, 323,460 23,323, 450 (9 (9 (9
Nal-

t Aotlm had not ban taken bj the Congress on the 1950 estimates when this report Was written.

4,

f

C

. C.

Source: George D. Strayer, The Report of a Survey of the Public Schools of
the District of, Columbia (Washington: Government Printing Office,.4
1949), p. 972.

-0
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APPENDIX III-B .

Ms/

Budget Increases ReqUested by the Board of EducatioL Approved by the D.C. "Commissioners,

and Appropriated. by Congress for Operating Expenses, R1953 '-, 1967

Fiscal

Year
A

Board of
Education's

Requested Increases,

1953 .$ 2,881,900

1954 2,316,700

1955 2,201,982

'1956 5,297,030 .

1957 2,437,961,

\,5,120,M
8,003;220
3,182,6,89

z/' 6,820,353
4;336,600'

. .1958
1959,,

_ip6o

1961

ip

1963

7 .

' 19664

,

Approved by Commissioners
Percent, of

Funds Board Request

7,314,430
'10,06105
9,71,491
13,013,828

$ 2,537,900
"2,316,700

1,000,482
3,896,0'30

95.0590

3-,374

,929,028

. ',3,118,500

4,800;323
, :2,807,500

=

- .5,989,260
7,129i500

_8,837,367
9,956%180

88.1

100.0
45.4
73.6
39.0

82.3
86.6

98.0.

70.4
64,7

84.9
30.9
94,3
76.5

TOTAL-Or
REQUESTED INCREASES

.Recapitulation.
_Mean for years

1953-1957
Mean for years.

1958-1062

. Mean for years
1963-1966

82-;360,A11

'Tofil Approved by Comm.
64,482,7'34 '

8.3

Appropriated by Congress
Percent of

Funds Board Request

$ 2,285,800 79.3

2,163,700 , 93.4

1,041,670 47.3

3,835,030 72.4.

;1,384,2162/ 56.8

3,933,4244 76,8

4,641,02821 58.0

3,140,8321, 98.7.
4,546,2002/ 66.7

2,475,410 57.1

6

5,298,6401/ 72.4

4,355,843V 43:3

8,177,707 - ow .87.3

.. 7,42'9,780N - \57.1

Totial'Appropriated by Cong.

54,709,280 -66.4

9 940 326

3,021,115

5,492,707'

2,14(1,340

4,373,745

7,978,077

.79.6

80.3

2,142,083

3,747,379

6,315,493
and CI

70.8

68:2

63.5

.a./ In these years, supplemental appropriations for salary, ncreasev for Tea hers Salary Act an ass f ed

employees are included,. Since in.many cases these increases occurred after the submission of the budgets

estimates were added to.Board of Education requests and to ampunts approved by the Commissioners to compen-

sate for the-addiporrar funds.

SOURCE: Department.of General Research, Budget, and Legislation,

Washington, D. C. Schools
f

. 40 .1

.

Source: A. Harry Passow, Toward Creati
'Schools (New York: Teachers Col

10,1

a Model Urban School System: A Study of the Washington, D.C.. Public

ege of Columbia University, 1967), Table 10-6, p. 253.
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APPENDIX IV-A

Annual School Appropriations
S

V
FY $

Years (Thousands)

1981-82

1980-81

1979-80

1978-79

1977-78
1976-77

(br-1.975-76

1974-75

1973-74

1972-73

1971-72

1970-71
1969-70

1968-69

1967-68
(b) 1966-'67

1965-66

(b) 1964-65

1963-64

1962-63
_1961-62

, ' 1960-61
1959-60
1958-59
1957-58
1956-57
1955-56' 1,954-55
1953-54

,1952-53
1951 -52
1950-51
1949-50
1948-49

.19.47-48
1946-47

1945-46
(b) 194446

1943-44
042-43
1941-42
1940-41

,..1,

s

265,313,700
243,784,500
240,036,800
205,761,800
200,277,000
199,532,500
185,246,700 .
174,028,000

\165,896,300 5,

tY46,476,800
141,674,400
138,755,400
123,916,000
101,476,000
95,932,000
93,291,000
86,114,000
82,549,420
79,486,593
67,377,750
63,092,110
58,674,700
54,095,500
52,963,96§

i50,072,772
39,093,316
35,930,300
35,00.1,570
29;897,900
25,872,200

-31,401;750
28,626 f147

3

23,49,5,710
25,102,683
17,821,352
14,979,360
14,943',770
.12,732,352
176934,672
14,084,098
12,764,886,J-

,, .13,364,258

Sour Office of the Mayor, 1982',
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School Total
Ye'rir Dembershlp

__Ithausandl

1960-69 151,820

Summ'ary of

Pre- . Spec,
School Ed.

APPENDIX IV-C z

Sele.ctrd DcPi: SlatinEir;s! f.0691tudinal Delinenelon

014 2,449

2,292 3,0591969-70 149,636

1970-71

_1971-72nb

1972-7;3

1973-74 136,532*

1974-75 132,306,

146,2'24 2,017 2 ,407

139.1918

197- 76 n0,605.

1976-77 . t25,908

113,_858'

1977-78

1978-79

191)9-80

\1980-81

106j 156

1,963

214 7

?LW 4>_11k

31.918

2179/ 9.15

Studentii In
1Tuition Orts.

_253 ___

138

375_

37?1,

39912

548c

. 46

1 096_ 5..39

11,

Up, 049 2 0

*eclat Uolatior-:

48 _5139

5_09

5146,172

5,311

4,91`'i

5 L464d

5 ,_0471__:_

5,395

ri-132n

5_,3.5 0 e

5,224e.

Adult
.

11,642

17,74

44,695

7-1,310

201991
_

P2,211.

22049

21:,.341

_11.151

46007

Non-pub out of D.C.
Entoll. rnroliMent

15,4.10

15,467-,

15,486

19j 256n

18,0,30

"14,70,

K.-

Staffleg T)f-
Schools

2,753 111540

23J____

3,2116

21645

20_9912_1

611c

11,467'.

11,066

,

10,290_
. . -

1014E1.0

2d.13 __11.11 9

Lt. 55.4 __:161714

171E54 3,132

171105_ 11.3

15...211__ 41431 9,655

fg

nudg'et
(million)

Year

101,4/6:

122,925

1J8,755
. .

2 41

1680.19,265[_.

11141)673,5f

,210095,

A54904.61

;6.1,741,9r

237,977.914

45_8 _ 2,52
%

, JA-4 to ak .169 274_359J2_

'1( Source: DCPS Resour ce Dobk (Yearn 1968 through 1981)

n-lnfefmnqpn tnken from RD dated 1972-73
b-Informntion taken from 60 dated 1973-74

m c-InO)rmation tnken from nn dated 1974-15
the 0 it-Information tnken from nn dated 1976-71

.

Offl+e of lided:3,000 e-1nfromation taken from nn dated 1979-80 (Published by the
I-limiter, Quoted from page 1 01 Frecial EdItion-D.C..Publlr $cbool 10/27/80

,g-nedinning in 1900, tancher retirement nno annuity is exciuded.

-, *ritclifildUWelgInWavallab48 for that year
na-Information not available
PD-Resource Book
"-This figure represent,' employees under
Teachers Salary A t(8,467) and nppiax.

i
Government Employ es.

11-' flew Prountris 'were in tinted.
r
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" THE D.C. HISTORY AND PUBLIC POLICY PROJECT

STAFF 1981-1984

r b

Steven J. Diner, Project Director:

Joseph S. rew, Researcher .

Julia C. Parks, Researcher
;.

Marie M.B. Racine, Researcher

Colin F.S. Walters, Government Liaison
._,.

Clinton Borland, Student -Assistant

Anthony Douglas, Student Assistant

Tony-DUrrah, Student Assfstant .

Helen Young, Student Assistant

George-V. Zito, Evaluator .

..,

Diane ReiTitch, HistQrical Cgnsultant

Gail L. Holt, Word Processing specialist
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